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Student denied chance to speak to SGA 

Staff photo by Thomas Nesterak 

Paula McDutfy, assistant manager of Student 
Center conferences 

Center 

!*' in 
new pro fits 

BY JOANNE DEGNAN 

enni 8unfimer's residence hal. 
mi? I06 Pro9ram marked its most 

'year ever grossing $400,000, 
ording to Don Dickson, Brower 

JJdent Center man ager. 
. .6 summer residence hat, 
fho ,® nces' Dickson said, are part of 
omn Student Center conference 
(nh»,arn th®t was begun five years ago 
sat th pr?vide additional revenue to off 
e.„i 8 risin9 costs of operating the 
student Center. 

Under the Student Center 
anrt er8nc®S' various outside groups 
rn organizations can rent a meeting 
the 'n Student Center throughout 
cnn/6ar ^uriog the residence hall 
r«2rences in the summer, the 
who 6 ha"s are run similar to hotels 
rrv>re lndividuals or groups can rent 
r°oms overnight. 
that S a case °* utilizing the resources 
arm, °7erwise' y°u just have lying 
confo ' Dicl<son said. He said the 
with nces h®lp to provide the college 
in exP°sure and public relations 
defra to significantly helping to 
o. ay ,he costs of operating the 

8dent Center, 
co i ckson said that the entire 
rB.;\erence program, both summer 
toaBth,nCe ha" and student Center, 
tho o 'inanoe almost nine percent of 
n® Student Center's $1,300,000 
,£ra,'n9 costs. The Student Center 
Con are paid by Trenton State 
cfl e90 students cover approximately 
rempercent of the costs and the 

mainder of the needed revenue is 

BY BILL FELLOWS 

In an unusual move the Student 
Government Association denied a 
student permission to speak at its 
Wednesday meeting. 

The student, Leon Hammer, was not 
recognized as he raised his hand to 
make a comment. Chris Vota, English 
senator, moved that Hammer be 
recognized, which is part of SGA 
procedure because the SGA does not 
allow time on its agenda forthepublicto 
make comments. 

Vota's motion was seconded and put 
up for a vote but was rejected by a vote of 
10 for 13 against and 2 abstentions. 

"lama bit miffed by all this, this," Vota 
said. "It is the first time, I know of that a 
student was not recognized." 

Hammer has spoken at SGA meetings 
during this semester and Vota said that it 
is discouraging to see a student who 

shows an interest denied a chance to 
speak. 

During the meeting, John Sposato, 
was elected as legal services liaison of 
the SGA. Sposato pointed to his holding 
the office in the past and his work on 
current student legal matters as reasons 
he should be elected. 

One of the areas Sposato has been 
studying is that of non-resident 
students. Recent changes in the law 
have restricted non-residents from 
claiming New Jersey residency by 
requiring that students live in New 
Jersey 12 months prior to initial 
enrollment in a state college. The 
previous law said the student just had to 
live in New Jersey for 12 months before 
claiming residency. 

The new law also puts more burden on 
a student who was initially from another 
state to prove that he or she is now a New 
Jersey resident. 

Diane Adamo, senior class president, 
won an election for the speaker of the 
senate, a position that calls for the 
person to represent senators' opinions 
at the executive board meetings. 

Melissa Zuravner, SGA president, had 
to break a tie between Holly Hess and 
Steve Gaissert for the position of 
parliamentarian by voting for Gaissert 
because of his past experience. 

The SGA elections committee will 
hold a meeting to decide the outcome of 
the contested freshman elections. Two 
freshman, Duane Hand and Michael 
Leinenbach, who ran for freshman class 
president, claim the winner of the 
election, Brad Drobnis, tore down their 
campaign signs and should be 
disqualified. 

The meeting will be held today at 3:30 
p.m. in room 202 East of the Brower 
Student Center. 

Cost negated Bliss bathrooms 
BY BILL SULON 

Initial plans to include bathrooms and 
lounges in the Bliss Hall extension were 
discarded because there was not 
enough money to pay for them, Robert 
Jankowicz, director of facilities, said. 

The extension, completed in July and 
opened for use this semester, contains 
13 classrooms which are used mainly for 
business courses. It is connected to 
Bliss Hall by way of a 40-foot, two-level, 
glass enclosed walk-way. 

"During the initial scope of the project 
we had bathrooms planned," Jankowitz 
said. "The cost of the building was 
beyond the finances we had to fund it. 
We had to take an alternate approach." 

The extension was completed at a 
cost of over $1.8 million, well under the 
$2.5 million bid by contractors when the 
first blueprints, which included 
bathrooms and lounges, were drawn up. 

However, "there isn't $700,000 worth 
of material missing from the building," 
Jankowicz said. The less expensive 
building costs were the result of a 
"combination of what we decided to 
take out of the building (bathrooms and 
lounges) and a change in the building 
climate." 

The construction of bathrooms would 
have meant approximately a $100,000 
increase in the final tally, according to 
Jankowicz, who added that the addition 
of lounges would have necessitated a 
larger building and subsequently higher 
costs. 

A few "minor" problems still plaguing 

the extension include window leaks, 
inadequate lighting in the walk-way, 
maladjusted doors, extreme varying 
temperatures in the classrooms, 
overcrowded classes and not enough 
furniture. 

Other more significant problems were 
noted by Morton Shenker, assistant 
professor of business who teaches 
classes in the new wing. 

"The movie screen is in the back of the 
room and the blackboard is in the 
front,"Sheker said, while pointing 
towards his classroom. Also, "there are 
no keys for the doors and the elevators," 
he said. 

For Rich Martindell, a senior with a 
minor in business who has three classes 
in the extension, the big problem 
remains the absence of bathroom 
facilities. continued on page 5 

by the college stores, snack-
8r' and bank. 

continued on page 3 
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Erotica enjoyable, pornography not 
October 20, 1981 

BY DR. DON BROWN 

Dear Dr. Brown: 
You seem to be such a flaming liberal 

on some sexual issues, yet conservative 
in others. Now I'd like to find out where 
you stand on pornography. 

Last night I went to a stag party for my 
kid brother where they showed some 
"smokers" that were very graphic and 
violent. As the father of two daughters 
under ten, I was quite upset about the 
violence against women in the movies. 

How do you feel about this? Can 
violence against women be increased as 
a result of pornography? How do you 
feel about pornography in general? 
Should it be banned? 

Response: 
A lot of people in favor of pornography 

quote the results of the final report 
issued by the president's Commission of 
Obscenity and Pornography (1970). 
This well done study suggested there 

Human Sexuality 

are no antisocial effects of exposure to 
pornography. 

Well conceived studies since then 
indicate that erotica per se is not 
harmful,but violent pornography could 
have serious anti-social effects. Sexual 
abuse of women is usually shown with 
favorable results which increases the 
acceptance of violence against women 
and perpetuates rape myths (women 
become sexually aroused by rape and 
enjoy being forced into sexual acts). 
Also, the perception of the trauma 
undergone by rape victims, both 
physical and psychological, is 
minimized. Specific studies show that 
an erotic film with a rape scene 
increased males' aggression against 

IVfeny meanings for love 
BY ED FLYNN 

Today there are many uses for the 
word love in the English language which 
are questionable to say the least. For 
example, "I love my car." "I love a good 
fight." The true meaning and test of love 
for a Christian is given to us in the 13th 
Chapter of 1st Corinthians. I wish to look 
at the seventh verse in particular 
because to me, they are the four 
guidelines to properly love someone. 
The verse says, "Love beareth all things, 
believeth all things, hopeth all things, 
endureth all things." Let's take all of 
these individually.. 

1. Love beareth all things. True love or 
agape love as the Greeks defined it is a 
love where you do not care for yourself 
more than another individual. A true love 
is willing to bear pain and suffering for 
others, they are willing to go "the extra 
mile" for someone in times of trouble. 
They do not look away when someone is 
in trouble, they want to reach out. 

2. Love believeth all things. This does 
not mean that someone who loves is 
dumb and totally ignorant of facts. 
Someone who loves puts their trust in 
another person and is willing to believe 
in them. This is why someone who loves 
feels' huft when someone they care 

Christian Corner 

about lies to them or hurts them. This 
betrays the trust they have put into 
another human being. 

3. Love hopeth all things. Someone 
who loves is someone who always has 
hope towards the people they love. A 
true love doesn't lose faith when things 
seem bleak or times are tough. Someone 
who has love somehow seems to have 
faith that whatever they love will come 
through somehow. Where there is hope, 
there is a chance that things will become 
better and that love will survive. 

4. Love endureth all things. When you 
love something or someone you are 
willing to endure the mistakes that are 
made, you overlook or learn to live with 
the imperfections and letdowns that 
other people sometimes give you. Your 
faith in the one you love can be broken, 
but it can also be continued by the ability 
to endure. 

Now this isn't exactly a very easy thing 
to do and there have been times where I 
have failed miserably. I've looked at the 
demands of love and wondered how I 
could ever meet these demands. I'm very 
lucky, however, in the fact that I can be 
truly forgiven as I forgivebytheone who 
is "The Perfect Lover," our Lord Jesus 
Christ. 

"And how there abideth three things, 
faith, hope, and love but the greatest of 
these is love." - - - > ,,, 

females, while an equally erotic non
violent film did not affects males' 
aggressive behavior. 

Since you asked, I will tell you where I 
stand on this issue. I enjoy erotica in 
films, literature, and life in the context of 
a relationship. I find pornography to be 
degrading to human sexuality in general 
and women in particular. It depicts 
women as objects rather then human 
beings and human sexuality as 
mechanical and cold rather then warm, 
beautiful, and natural. However, we do 
live in a pluralistic society, and I am 
oppossed to the censorship of any 
media form as far as adults are 
concerned. Censorship as advocated 
by the so-called "Moral Majority" is 
short-sighted and will lead to a 
backlash. Instead, I'd like to see more 
effort put into developing a healthy 
sexuality through example and 
education, both at home and in the 
schools. 

Alternatives to the draft 
J A Y ROSNER 

SGA LEGAL SERVICES ATTORNEY 

Question: I really need help! I am a 
freshman, I'm going to be eighteen 
years old next week and I don't know 
what to do about registering for the 
draft! I know a couple of eighteen year 
olds who have not registered, and they 
tell me that so many young men have not 
registered that they will never get 
caught. On the other hand, my father 
and mother keep reminding me to 
register, as if I could forget (even though 
my mother would flip if I were sent to El 
Salvador.) I'm very confused, and I'm 
not sure that I would make a good 
soldier anyway. Tell me what to do! 

ANSWER: Let me answer your last 
request first. I will not tell you what to do. 
You are confronting one of the most 
difficult decisions that you will ever 
make, and its ramifications could last a 
lifetime. I will, however, attempt to give 
you basic information to enable you to 
make an informed decision which you 
will have to live with. Note well: the 
student deferment has been abolished. 

Here are your basic options: 
1. Non-registration — Failure to 

register within 30 days of your 
eighteenth birthday is a violation of 
federal law. If you are prosecuted and 
convicted, there is a maximum penalty 
of five years imprisonment and/or a fine 

Of Counsel 

of $10,000. The primary advantage of 
non-registration is that the government 
has no information on you. Another 
practical advantage is that you have lots 
of company—reliable estimates indicate 
that upwards of 500,000 eligible 
eighteen-year-olds have not registered 
in the last year. The statistics can be 
comforting. In the federal criminal 
justice system (for all crimes), only 
40,000 cases per year are processed. 
Furthermore, during the Vietnam era, 
several hundred thousand young men 
failed to register, and only two hundred 
and fifty-three were convicted of that 
charge. However, the risk of prosecution 
does exist, and a person considering not 
registering should seek competent draft 
counseling and should be willing to live 
with and accept the risk of prosecution, 
however small those risks are. 

Non-registrants often suggest that the 
risks of non-registration should be 
compared to the risks of registrations: 
that is, supplying Selective Service with 
all the information which they need to 
draft/prosecute you. 

2. "Straight" registration—this is what 
the government would like you to do. 
Just go down to your local post office, 
pick up a card and fill it out like they tell 
you. Your parents might think this is 
risk-free; however, they are not the ones 
who face the possibility of marching 

continued on page 23 

Agressiveness beneficial 
Almost every situation in which you 

want something of another person, or 
someone wants something of you 
requires that people interact without 
hurting each other or themselves. The 
actions taken must be assertive to 
accomplish this. If you are being 
aggressive, you could be hurting 
someone else, and if you are being 
passive or submissive, you could be 
hurting yourself. 

Francis Seidman will be presenting an 
assertiveness workshop Oct 21 
(Wednesday) at 8 p.m. at Bede House. 

Being assertive can be very beneficial. 
For example, if you are in a classroom 
and see someone you'd like to talk to 
you can: sit by yourself and hope that 
person notices you; go over and start 
screaming at the person (they'll know 
you re alive); or strike up a conversation 
without being overbearing or nasty. 
Another instance in which assertiveness 
is useful is when a person wants you to 
do some work for them and you simply 

Invisible Mnority 
don't have the time. You can either tell 
the person that you don't have the time 
or you can accept the work and wonder 
how you're ever going to be able to fit it 
in your schedule. 

Like everyone else, homosexuals 
need to be assertive, but the ability to be 
assertive when you didn't expect to have 
to be arises more often for homosexuals. 
This happens particularly when dealing 
with individuals whose actions are 
based on misconceptions and 
prejudice. In dealing with such 
discrimination, homosexuals must not 
allow their emotions to control their 
actions. They must be very calm and 
deal with discriminations in an objective 
manner, using clear arguments and 
examples without becoming overly 
hostile and angry and without allowing 
someone else to hurt them. 
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No foolproof way to avoid rape 

Lt. Carol Kope, supervisor of the New York 
City sex crime squad. Photo by Don Brown 

BY CHAUNCETTE SMITH 

College campuses are the second 
most likely place for rapes to occur, Lt. 
Carol Cope, supervisor of the New York 
City sex crime squad, said. 

Although more rapes happen on 
military bases, many rapes happen on 
college campuses because college 
students don't feel intimidated in a 
campus environment, Cope said. 

Students are at ease with their peers 
and have more trust for their peers than 
any other group of people in society, 
Cope said. 

By being in the same environment 
with people who have similar interests 
and goals, many college students lay 
their guard down and become victims of 
rapists, Cope said. 

Contrary to popular belief, the male 
rapists seldom ejaculates when he 

rapes. He rapes because he thrives on 
the power that is associated with 
robbing a woman of the only thing she 
ever really controlled - her body, Cope 
said. 

Cope, who has been involved in over 
1,000 rape cases since the task force 
began in 1976, said there is no fool-proof 
way to avoid a rape. 

"There is no special formula that will 
prevent a woman from being raped," 
Cope said. 

The reason for this is because each 
circumstance is different from the next 
and an incident which may frighten one 
rapist might anger another rapist. 

It is alio a popular belief that rape 
occurs intraracially, Cope said, "Your 
pedigree doesn't matter." It also doesn't 
matter if you are attractive, unattractive, 
fashionable or unfashionable. 

The problem with the rapist is that he 
or she is emotionally and mentally 
disturbed. With most male rapists this 

illness developed as the result of a bad 
experience he had with a close female 
friend or relative. 

In the case of the female rapist it is a 
bad experience with a male that prompts 
her to rape. 

Anyone could be a rapist Cope said. 
During her career with the Rape Task 
Force she has met every type of rapist, 
from a seven year old boy to the rabbi of 
a synogogue. However, the "date rapist" 
is the most frequent kind. 

In most cases, the "date rape" occurs 
when a man takes a woman out on a date 
then rapes her. But the roles have been 
reversed in some of these cases. In 
cases such as these, it is difficult to 
prove that an actual rape occurred, 
since the rapee willingly agreed to go 
out with the unsuspected rapist. 

Cope's lecture was part of a three part 
program entitled "Rape on Campus" 
sponsored by the College Union Board 
Women's Programming Commission. 

Faculty finds food prices hard to simllow 
Mure thefts 
continue 
recent trend 

BY MIKE FABEY 

Six more thefts of unattended and 
unsecured goods were reported last 
week, including a pocketbook 
containing $242, campus police said. 

A resident of fifth floor Cromwell hall, 
told campus police that she had beep 
told by a young black man that she had a 
call on the hall phone. When she 
returned to her room her pocketbook 
which contained a money order and 
cash was missing. The resident reported 
that t he theft took place between 8:12 
p.m. and 8:34 p.m. Thurs. 

Another theft occurred when a Wolfe 
resident went to the Trenton State 
College football game on Saturday, 
leaving her keys in her room door. When 
she returned the keys were still there but 
ner $140 stereo had been stolen, 
campus police said. 

A to tal of $976 in money and goods 
has been reported stolen since Oct. 13 
and $2,581 ha s been reported stolen in 
the past two weeks. 

Lt. George Zorn, of campus police, 
said that people should always be 
|°cking their doors, even when they are 
>n the room . 

A man and one juvenile were arrested 
or a theft that occurred Saturday. A 
Resident of th ird floor Ely, said that she 
ad seen two suspicious looking men in 
er hall before her wallet was stolen 
rom her room, according to a report 

w ,by Ptl' Benit0 Williams. 
Williams stopped two men fitting the 

ascription and took them to campus 
Police office for questioning. They were 

arched and the wallet was found. 
Hickey Outlaw, 26, of Southern Ave, 
renton, was charged with theft of 

^movable property. 

The juvenile, whose name was not 
eased, w as released to his parents' 

custody. 
Forty dollars was stolen from 
avers/Wolfe snack-bar between 11:45 

Saturday night and 7:45 Sunday 
d rnif?9 Campus police said that the 

rs had been locked but there was no 
9n of forced entry. 

BY TINA TAMMARO 

A change in food prices in the faculty 
dining hall without any input has many 
faculty members upset, according to a 
faculty union leader. 

Arthur Steinman, president of the 
American Federation of Teachers local, 
said that the complaints center around 
the raising of food prices in faculty 
dining hall, in Phelps hall, at the 
beginning of the semester. 

One of the prices the faculty is upset 
about is $2.50 for a cold lunch which 
cost $1.35 last year. Overall, prices have 
risen 54 percent over last semester's 
prices. 

Dr. Harold Eickhoff, president of the 
college, assigned Dr. Jesse Rosenblum, 
assistant to the president, to work with 
the AFT to get the problem solved. 

Last summer's residence conferences 
enerated about $100,000 in profit that 
will be used towards running the 
Student Center, Dickson said. Of the 
remaining $300,000 gross, Dickson said 
$180,000 was paid to the food service to 
cover the costs of the feeding the guests, 
$78,000 was paid to housing for the use 
of the residence halls and $40,000 was 
paid in wages to the students. In 
addition, Dickson said, approximately 
$1,000 was spent to hire professional 
cleaners before and after the 
conferences. 

The number of conferences held in 
Trenton State residence halls increased 
more than 50 percent between the 
summers of 1980 and 1981, and as a 
result of this sudden growth Dickson 
said, "the success almost killed us." 

The residence hall summer 
conferences are staffed entirely by 
Trenton State College students, who 
last summer complained of having 
unstable work schedules and of being 
asked to do jobs that they weren't hired 
for. 

"There definitely just wasn't enough 
employees to handle the conferences 
last summer," said Paula McDuffy, who 
replaced Kathleen Reilly-Edinger last 
August as assistant manager of Student 
Center conferences. 

There were 40 conferences last 
summer, she said, but only 23 students 
staffing them which caused much cross
over in job responsibilities. Next 
summer, she said, they hope to prevent 
this problem by providing better training 
for the staff and by planning better to 

Rosenblum said that part of the 
problem with the price is the 
administration's fault because the 
faculty Was, not informed of the price 
increase. 

Rosenblum said that he was shocked 
by an AFT newsletter written by 
Steinman which he saw as an "attack on 
certain individuals," mainly Peter Mills, 
vice president of administration and 
finance, and William Klepper, director of 
central administration, for their 
handling of the faculty dining hall issue. 

The faculty dining hall does serve an 
ala carte menu, which was done at 
Steinman's request, Rosenblum said. 
However, Steinman said, "I am not just 
arguing overprice, I think we should use 
the facility." 

I want to develop a total environment 
to encourage faculty to go," Steinman 
said. "It is more than a place to eat." 

"The dining hall should encourage 
faculty to get together to meet and get to 
know one another," Steinman said. 

insure having enough employees to do 
the job. 

Students staffing summer confer
ences work as either hosts in places like 
snack-bars, or as aides who perform 
custodial services. They are paid 
minimum wage and are given free room 
for the duration of the conferences 
which usually run from June to August. 

McDuffy expects at least 40 
conferences again next summer, but 
said that it's difficult to give an exact 
number because none of the tentative 
bookings have been finalized yet. She 
said that later this year when she has a 
more definite number of conference 
bookings, she will know how many more 
students will be needed to staff the 
conferences. 

"The program wouldn't survive 
without the students," she said, "and I 
don't want them to feel abused." More 
employees and better training, she said, 
will prevent many of last summer's 
problems. "A larger well-trained staff 
will enable employees to have more 
clearly defined job responsibilities and 
stabler work schedules," she added. 

In the meantime, McDuffy, who 
graduated from Trenton State in 1976, 
said she will talk to people in the hotel 
industry in order to get some ideas on 
how to improve staff training and run the 
conferences more efficiently. She said 
that next year she might even hire 
people outside of campus who have 
hotel experience, although Trenton 
State students would always be given 
first consideration. 

Dickson predicts that the conference 

"We are continuing to work on it," 
Steinman said. "We want to solve the 
problem not just conduct a war." 

The administration has long range 
plans to convert the faculty dining hall 
into a "first rate restaurant" and lounge 
area but the college will need bonds to 
finance the changes, Rosenblum 
said. Custom Food Service, the 
campus food service, does not set the 
prices for food served on campus. The 
prices are set by the housing office, 
Edward Bower, manager of Custom, 
said. 

"The college gives us the prices," 
Bower said. "Therefore, it is between the 
faculty and the administration; it has 
nothing to do with us," 

"I don't know how the faculty can 
complain, anyway, when a full meal, 
including pork chops, mashed potatoes, 
vegetables, milk and dessert only cost 
$2.50," Bower said. 

"We don't get enough money out of 
there to pay the help," Bower said. 

program will continue to grow and that 
its benefits far outweigh its drawbacks. 

In addition to providing extra income 
for the Student Center, housing, and 
other college activities, he said the 
conference program provides good 
exposure for Trenton State because 
many of the organizations that use the 
meeting rooms in the Student Center or 
residence halls are potential employers 
for Trenton State students. 

Groups that use the conference 
program that might be considered 
potential employers, Dickson said, are 
the Educational Testing Service (ETS) 
and various state agencies like the 
(OEEO°f ^Ua' Educational Opportunity 

The summer residence hall 
conference program, like most hotels, 
offers special discount group rates to 
the organizations that use the rooms. 
McDuffy said the following 1981 prices 
are the cost of one person sharing a 
double room or one person in a single 
room, and that they are likely to be 
increased in 1982. 

The conference center charged 
$13.75 per person for a double room and 
$16.75 for a single if there was between 
one and 100 people in the group. Groups 
of 100-300 were charged $9.25 per 
person for the double room and $12.25 
for a single. If the group had between 
300-500 people, the rates were $9.00 per 
person double occupancy and $12.00 
for a single. Groups having over 500 
members were charged $8.75 per 
person for a double room and $11.75 for 
a single room. 

Conference Center has best profit year 
continued from page 1 
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Mm mouth County's poisoned land and water 
The following story is based on 

reporting by Eileen Conrad, Bill 
Rosebrock, Scott Norton, Steve 
Langan, Jeff Csatari, Madefyn 
Verbeke, Joanne Degnan, and Bill 
Fellows. 

Three hazardous-waste dumps in 
Monmouth County show the horror of 
toxic dumping in this country, the futility 
of believing the dumps can be cleaned 
up with available funds, and the way a 
key state regulatory agency hides 
dumping from the public: 

•Burnt Fly Bog is the horror show, 
acres of "Martian landscape" probably 
permanently burned clear of vegetation 
by toxic oils dumped there 30 years ago, 
oils that now threaten a major public 
water supply just west of the bog. Burnt 
Fly Bog is considered one of the two 
most contaminated areas in the country 
by the federal Environmental Protection 
Agency, and may be decontaminated by 
federal "Superfund" monies. 

•Storer Landfill is the site of 
uncounted barrels of highly flammable 
chemicals that could explode "in a big 
way" at any time, county officials say. 
This dump probably will have to be 
cleared at the expense of state and local 
taxpayers because the federal 
government is minimizing enviromental 
programs and will not provide funds for 
the job. 

Since millions of dollars would be 
needed to remove all the hazardous 
wastes at Storer Landfill, maintenance— 
not clean-up-is probably all that will be 
accomplished, leaving a fire threat to 
nearby residents. 

•Lone Pine Landfill illegally received 
toxic wastes for years, with knowledge 
of New Jersey's Department of 
Environmental Protection (DEP), which 
did not stop the dumping or inform the 
public even though poisons leaching 
from the landfill threaten to ruin drinking 
water from the planned Manasquan 
Reservoir. 

Lester Jargowsky, Monmouth County 
health official, graphically outlined the 
above examples of his county's and New 
Jersey's critical hazardous dump 
problem, to a journalism class at the 
College Oct. 7. 

Jargowsky said that in the next 
decade only the "crime" issue would 
attract more public attention than 
hazardous-wasfe dumping, which he 
called a "motherhood" issue because it 
threatens a fundamental need, drinking 
water. 

Consequently, Jargowsky said, there 
will be a great need to inform the public 
of the changing status of the problem-
but an equal need not to cause panics 
that would "immoblize public agencies" 
that must deal with toxic wastes. The 
"immobilization" would come from the 
pressure to stop technical work and 
concentrate on "answering telephone 
calls" from scared citizens, Jargowsky 
said. 

However, Jargowsky was critical of 
the way in which he and recent 
newspaper reports say the state DEP 
has suppressed information regarding 
documented illegal dumping at Lone 
Pine Landfill, Price's Pit (near Atlantic 
City), and other dumps in the state. 

Jargowsky said DEP officials are 
unpredictably cooperative with local 
health officials, sometimes helpful and 
sometimes "atrocious" in their 
inaccessibility. 

According to testimony presented 
before a House subcommittee on 
oversight and investigation last June, 
DEP records confirmed the agency had 
been aware for the last 11 years that 
Lone Pine Landfill had been leaching a 
fehemical brew into the headwaters of 

Staff photo by Jerry Millevoi 

Lester Jargowsky 

the Manasquan River. The river is now 
the source of a planned major drinking 
water reservoir for Monmouth County. 

The state has already spent $7 million 
on the proposed reservoir project. 

According to Jargowsky the leaching 
chemicals are low-level vinyl chloride, a 
known carcinogen. 

EPA contractors late in September 
began the process of excavating 
approximately 50 of the 50,000 drums 
believed to be buried at the Lone Pine 
Landfill. They will analyze the contents, 
repackage the samples in sealed and 
labeled drums and then rebury them 
there. 

Jargowsky said that the DEP was 
aware that the drums were being 
brought to Lone Pine Landfill, but took 
no action. He said DEP geologists and 
water experts found Lone Pine to be 
"grossly contamined," but "no definitive 
action was taken." 

Lone Pine Landfill "has not expressed 
its full fury," Jargowsky said, since most 
of the drums were brought there from 
northern New Jersey as recently as 1978 
and the steel carcasses have not yet 
begun to rot or decay. 

The chemical drums usually take 
between five and ten years to rot and 
leak their contents into the ground. 

The EPA estimates the leachate from 
one stream alone is flowing into the 
Manasquan River at the rate of two to 
five gallons per minute-2,880 to 7,220 
gallons per day. 

Because of frequent personnel 
turnover within the state DEP, 
Jargowsky said, "it is difficult to find 
who is in charge of what." 

Many DEP personnel are frustrated 
and end up being employed by the 
companies they have levied orders 
against, Jargowsky said. 

One state attorney who helped write 
the toxic waste laws is now working for a 
chemical company—knowing quite well 
where the legal loopholes lie, Jargowsky 
said. 

The DEP is now conducting studiesto 
determine what are safe levels of 
exposure to the chemicals found in toxic 
waste sites. 

A state environmental official 
admitted in court that his agency knew 
of the dumping at Price's Pit and had 
warned the pit's owner while it was in 
progress. 

In 1979, after the water had turned 
brown, the federal government stepped 

4 T he legal expenses 

alone (for clean-ups ) 

uvould destroy 

a county budget ' 

Lester Jargowsky, 

Monmouth County 

health official 

At that point the DEP acknowledged 
that there might be a problem with the 
wells in the Farmington residents 
backyards. 

In most cases, Jargovfrsky said, 
taxpayers will probably foot the clean
up bills, since dumpers and dump 
owners are either broke or rich enough 
to tie up the state in court. 

Jargowsky said that Monmouth 
County has 16 of the state's 438 known 
dump sites, with more being found all 
the time. He estimated an average 
cleanup cost of $10-million a site. A 
single waste sample from a site that may 
have more than a dozen toxics costs 
about $2,000 to analyze chemically, he 
said. The local health department 
usually has this done—and pays for it—to 
gather evidence to ask the DEP or EPA 
in on the case. 

A federal five-year "Superfund" to 
clean up toxic wastes nationwide, cut by 
Congress from $4.1-billion to $1.6-
billion, would not even be enough for 
New Jersey, Jargowsky said. The state 
is suing the federal government, which 
has not yet supplied contingency plans 
it promised for use of the fund. 

"Superfund" legislation allows the 
federal government to finance a clean
up, then recover costs by suing those 
found responsible for causing the mess. 

New Jersey wants its share of the 
federal money all in one year, and the 
state may add $100-million of its own 
from a bond issue in November. 
Jargowsky said he understood a deal 
had been made in the passage of the 
"Superfund" legislation that would 
allow each state to have one of its "pet 
projects" funded. 

For example, for other projects, such 
as Storer Landfill—not as big a threat to 
public health as Burnt Fly Bog-local 
governments seek help where they can 
get it. Jargowsky says he will "start a big 
campaign" to get the state to help pay 
for moving flammable barrels from 
Storer Landfill. 

"The legal expenses alone (for clean
ups) would destroy a county budget," 
Jargowsky said, emphasizing the 
reliance of local health departments on 
government funds. He expects the $100-
million bond issue to pass on the state 
ballot in November. "It's not a panacea, 
but it's a start", he said. 

Now, under the Reagan Administra
tion's budget system, the Environ
mental Protection Agency's money and 
personnel may be cut nppflyjn Jipjf over 

the next two fiscal years, according to 
The New York Times. 

"The testing associated with 
hazardous wastes is complex, 
expensive, often dangerous, and time-
consuming," Jargowsky said. The one 
complicating factor is the synergistic 
effect which chemicals may have when 
haphazardly dumped together, 
producing new, more dangerous 
compounds, whose effects on living 
organisms are not known. 

Among the worst chemicals 
commonly found at hazardous waste 
sites are PCB's, which come mainly from 
old transformers. PCB's (polychlorin-
ated biphenyls) have been linked with 
disorders of the central nervous system, 
stillbirths, deforma-tions, and loss of 
pigmentation. The manufacturing of 
PCB's in this country was stopped in 
1979, but many remain in old dumps. 

Other commonly dumped chemicals 
include lead from paints, gasoline, and 
batteries; arsenic from pesticides; and 
benzene, toulene and other volatile 
organics used as paint-thinners and 
Industrial solvents. 

"We've grown to be dependent on 
these things," Jargowsky said. "Those 
chemicals are a valuable list of 
resources if recycled properly. I think 
the incentive is there now for industry to 
develop its own safe systems." 

However, when asked by the 
Commerce Department which federal 
regulations it considered most 
burdensome, business and industry put 
"hazardous waste management rules" 
at the head of the list. The survey was 
sent to Vice-President George Bush, 
who is overseeing Reagan's campaign 
to slash federal paperwork. 

New Jersey has its own stricter 
regulations which require "cradle-to-
grave" waste management. This 
"manifest system" is designed to keep 
track of toxic waste from its source, 
through transportation and recycling 
processes, to the disposal site. 

Unfortunately, with the nearest safe 
disposal sites in Alabama and the 
Carolines, businesses are tempted to 
find cheaper ways of getting rid of their 
toxic wastes. The Lone Pine Landfill 
stands as a monument to this common 
practice of circumvention, its mountain 
of waste having sprung up in 1978 
before the new state regulations could 
be adequately enforced. 

Jargowsky said that an informant at 
the Congressional hearing revealed 
extensive mob involvement in the 
situation. 

The state's "Hazardous Waste 
Facilities Siting Act," signed into law last 
month, is being touted by environmental 
officials as a model waste-control 
measure. The act prohibits toxic-waste 
processsing near schools, residential 
areas, wetlands and nuclear power 
plants, and sets up a nine-member 
commission to oversee the construction 
and operation of hazardous-waste 
facilities. 

Since the state has no landfills 
(dumps) that can safely handle toxic 
wastes, about 50,000 gallons of waste-
about 50 percent of the state's total-
must be shipped far to the south each 
year to be dumped. 

Jargowsky said it might take five years 
for New Jersey to have a secure landfill 
of its own, possibly located in the "clay 
belt" that runs along the New Jersey 
Turnpike from the west side of 
Monmouth County to Camden. 

The volatility that makes some of the 
waste so dangerous may contribute to 
the disposal solution. "The technology 
is all there," Jargowsky said, to burn the 
waste and produce "massive amounts of 
electricity." 

But Jargowsky is not optimistic. 
Without adequate clean-up funds, he 
says, "I can't see the light at the end of 
the tunnel. We're going to be in the 
hazardous-waste maintenance business 
for a long time." 
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Hoimrd 

to speak 

tomorrow 

Rev. M. William Howard, Jr., Trenton 
State College Board of Trustees 
member, will give a lecture titled 
"Contemporary America's Challenge to 
Ecumenical Christianity.". 

The lecture, which will be held Wed. 
Oct 21 a t 8 p.m. in Holman Hall 264, is 
the first in a series from the Trenton 
State College Faculty Forum on Values, 
which will be held during the year, Dr. 
Paul DuBois, director of the Roscoe 
West Library, said. 

Howard's lecture will consist of an 
address, and a question and answer 
period, DuBois said. 

Howard, who was appointed as a 
Trustee in February, is the executive 
director of the Black Council, Reformed 
Churches of America and has been the 
president of the National Council of 
Churches of Christ for the past three 
years. He is the youngest person to hold 
the post and the second black president 
of the council. 

Among other positions he has held, 
Howard, a Princeton resident, was one 
of the ministers who visited the 
American hostages in Iran for Christmas 
1979. 

Staff photo bv Thomas Nesterak 

Sun,breaks through clouds and fall foilage on campus. 

Bathrooms 
excluded from 
Bliss extension 
continued from page 1 

"I have to go to Green Hall to go to the 
bathroom," Martindell said. "I think it 
was poor planning to leave them out." 

However, Nancy Acevedo, a freshman 
sociology major with one class in the 
extension "didn't even notice there were 
no bathrooms." -

The first floor bathrooms in Bliss Hall 
were recently renovated by Jankowicz' 
staff to acoomodate handicapped 
students. Jankowicz said he plans to 
renovate the second floor bathrooms 
and other areas of Bliss Hall to handle 
the influx of students using the 
extension. 

Shenker, who has been teaching at 
the college for the past 13 years, 
believes the advantage of the new 
extension outweighs the disadvant
ages. "The expanded classroom 
facilities gives us (business teachers 
and students) an identity of our own," he 
said. "I will be thrilled when my office is 
moved from Green Hall over to (Bliss 
Hall)." 

"Most people are happy with the 
design of the building," Jandowicz said. 
"We're still going through our growing 
pains though." 

Clarification 

In the Oct. 13 article on Ellen Kalicki, 
Travers/Wolfe area director it was 
reported that Kalicki's husband, Scott, 
said, "This place is ideal. Even the food 
is good. The cafeteria could be a little 
more sanitary Dut compared to Albany 
this is fantastic." That quote should have 
been attributed to Ellen Kalicki. 

REMINDER 
College Union Board Application Due Oct. 21st 

-Co 

All Positions Available 
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Or *4 
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For More info come see us 

or call 771-2467- Student Act. 
Funded by SAF 
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Editorials 

SGA, lendUS_an ear 

We, the students of Trenton State College, Trenton, in order to 
provide for the representation of all undergraduate students in 
the formulation of college policies and procedures; to promote 
and protect the rights and freedoms of fellow students and 
further effective communications and develop better 
understanding between all segments of Trenton State College 
Community do hereby organize an Association for self-
government. 

The paragraph above is the preamble to the Student Government 
Association's constitution. On paper, it is a fine preamble, but if the 
SGA's actions at the end of last week's meeting are any indication of how 
it intends to operate, the preamble is just a meaningless array of words. 

For the first time, SGA denied a student the right to speak at the end of 
the SGA's regular public meeting (see story pg. ), despite policy to 
recognize students who may have questions to ask or opinions to voice at 
the end of each meeting. 

For a body that claims to represent students and "protect the rights and 
freedoms" of those students, this action is deplorable. 

Of all the public bodies covered by this newspaper, the SGA is the only 
one that does not schedule time on its agenda for public participation. 
Other public bodies such as the Board of Trustees set aside time for the 
sole purpose of letting the public speak its mind, and only the chair need 
recognize a person to give him or her the floor. 

The SGA, however, makes things a l ittle more difficult for a student 
who wishes to present his/her views; apparently, the senate majority 
must approve a motion to recognize a speaker in the audience. 

We would like to know how the SGA intends to carry out its objectives 
as\stated in the preamble to its constitution if it is so close-minded that it 
refuses to listen to its constituents as a regular part of its weekly 
meetings. 

In all fairness, there may be situations in which the SGA might not be 
able to commit a great deal of time to a public session, such as when 
students engage in extended discussion that more properly belongs on a 
future agenda. 

However, the senate should make the time to recognize those students 
present who do have questions to ask or opinions to share. 

The students' center 
Perhaps it was a clerical oversight, but it nonetheless makes us more 

than a li ttle curious. 
Recently, college relations sent some mail to a student organization at 

the "Brower Center." The last time we looked, the name of.the building 
was the Brower STUDENT Center. 

We take exception to this "oversight," if in fact it was one. Since an 
earnest effort was not made to include students in the renaming of the 
Student Center (the name was formally approved at a Board of Trustees 
meeting over the summer when most students are away), we feel it is 
necessary to jealously guard whatever jdentity remains for us in the new 
name. 

It was the Student Center from the first; now that it is the Clayton R. 
Brower Student Center, we maintain that "Student" is still its most 
important name. 

From the editor 
The Signal welcomes letters to the editor from all members 

of the campus community. Your letters are a reflection of the 
moods of the college. 

Letters to the editor must be submitted by 3 p.m. on the 
Friday before the publishing date. Letters should be typed or 
printed, doublespaced, and signed. We will withhold 
signatures upon request, however. 

The letters to the editor page is your page. Let us know 
how you feel. ,3 ' 
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SGA not listening 
To the editor: 

This letter has its origin from a recent Student Government Association (SGA) 
meeting I attended on October 14,1981. Among the topics of discussion were the 
appointment of a new parliamentarian and also the appointment of an SGA Legal 
Services l iaison. My concern involves the closing minutes of the SGA meeting 
when an individual in the "public assembly" raised his hand signifying he had a 
question or concern that he felt was worth mentioning. 

There was a motion on the floor that the speaker be recognized. This motion is 
needed so that 'outsiders' do not interfere with the order and conduct of the 
SGA's business. With this procedure I have no problem since it is needed to 
insure order. My problem is this: the motion to recognize the individual so that he 
may voice his concern was (and get this one) DENIED. 
Where does the SGA get off denying a student the right to express his/her 

concern or raise a question that might have to deal with matters of concern for the 
student body? The SGA had no idea what the individual was anxious to say 
(unless they have all become mind readers) and yet denied him the rightto freely 
speak and voice his mind. 

That's kinda funny; I thought the SGA was a political body set up to represent 
the students on and off campus, to listen to their concerns, to determine if there 
should be something done and then to go ahead and take actions as is deemed 
necessary. If the SGA fails to listen to students' concerns, how can they 
adequately represent the student body? 
I wouldn't want to have a legitimate concern where I took the time to attend the 

meeting and then get shut out and denied the right to express my opinion. What is 
the SGA trying to do? 

It is my opinion that the SGA should take a closer look at their role on campus: 
to represent the students by LISTENING to thei r concerns. There is no excuse for 
denying anyone the right to speak where he feels it is necessary or has a concern 
or question. To sit and wait through an SGA meeting to be recognized is a 
formality and procedure to be tolerated and accepted. To deny such recognition 
to free speech is pure BULLSHIT. 

Sincerely, 
Jim Filipek 

Students misunderstood 
To the editor: 

In response to the article "Heavy Trading in the Foreign Exchange," published 
in The Signal, Oct. 13, we want to clarify the following points because we feel 
grossly misquoted and misunderstood. 

Statements have been released that were never said during the interview, and 
other statements were taken out of context. 

We tried to explain the differences between American and German campus life, 
but for whatever reason, our explanations were entirely misunderstood by the 
interviewer. 

We appreciate being students at Trenton State College and we are enjoying our 
stay here. It is a beneficial experience for us to live with and understand people of 
a different nationality and culture. 

Respectfully, 
Wolfgang R. Beck 
Karl F. Broderix 

(West German students at Trenton State) 

IVbny theories, no facts 
To the editor: 

The question of normality pertaining to gay men and women is not one that can 
be answered by saying "all gays are mentally ill." In the past, homosexuality was 
viewed as a form of mental illness. Today this view is not accepted by the medical 
community. In all groups there are individuals who have health problems. I would 
hope that people would not look at one or two individuals who happen to belong 
to a minority group and from that small sample make a statement that all gays are 
mentally i ll. 

There are many etiological theories concerning homosexuality. Please keep in 
mind that the etiology of homosexuality is theory at present. No one has found 
'actual evidence that a certain genetic or environmental factor is the reason for a 
person's sexual orientation, whether it be homosexual or heterosexual. 

Kate Brown 

Homosexuals normal 
To the editor: 

I commend P.C. Keith on his recent letter to the editor (Oct. 13.) I always find 
this type of humor most enjoyable, as I'm sure he intended it to be. Certainly in 
mis advanced society he could not believe such folly, since believing this is 
comparable to believing that women are inferior. 

"•story, not to mention the recent Kinsey, Carrier, and Hite studies, show us 
exactly h ow normal homosexuality is. In ancient Rome, homosexualtiy was 
Practiced openly and widely. The ancient Greeks regarded homosexuality as 
normal and the highest form of love, for those of certain intellectual attainments 

ms, however, is not allusive of the concept that homosexuals are members of the 
intellectual elite, by no means. I will submit, though, that homosexuals are quire 
verage and most assuredly normal. 
°ravo, Mr. Keith; keep up the good work. 

A very norma! member of the 
"Not So" Invisible Minority 

Fact vs. opinion 
To the editor: 

For P.C. Keith to label his personal moral values "facts" (letter: "Not normal," 
Signal, 10/13) does not make them facts. Not even ONE "irrefutable fact" 
presented about the "abnormality" of homosexuality is supported by recent 
large-scale psychological studies. For many decades, these falsehoods have 
been damaging the civil rights and the "chance to be happy"(Keith's words) of 
about 10 percent of the population. Moreover, the letter does not specify what 
"harm" would allegedly come from portraying homosexuality as a normal 
alternative lifestyle. Finally, the statement that the government shouldn't be 
"coerced into passing legislation that would change these facts" implies that the 
Congress is being coerced and that legislation can change facts (really?!). The 
only coercion at present is the Moral Majority's political pressure toward passing 
the discriminatory Family Protection Act. (Incidentally, the Act also 
discriminates against any non-traditional, non-nuclear family style, including 
non-traditional careers and sex roles.) 

P.C. Keith may be sincerely morally outraged, but it would be more honest to 
say so rather than citing seemingly objective misinformation. 

Sylvia O'Neill 
Psychology Department 

Who does SGA serve? 
To the editor: 

Last Wednesday's Student Government Association (SGA) meeting left me 
wondering about a few things discussed atthattime. For one thing, astudentwas 
denied permission to speak toward the end of that meeting, something I havenot 
seen or heard of during my term in SGA, nor have I any recollection of this 
happening during all my years at Trenton State College. 

If this is the first time the SGA voted this way (close, but still a majority) it sets a 
dangerous precedent in its relations with those who have ultimate power over it: 
the students. True, this individual who was denied the privilege to speak has 
come into conflict with some SGA people and otherorganizations in the past, but 
since he pays his Student Activity Fee, he is entitled — like anyone else — to say 
what is on his mind. The very fact that students pay SGA's "taxes" is reason 
enough for the senate to recognize them over anyone else. 

Such was not the case, which makes me wonder who it is SGA serves. Another 
example that makes me wonder is part of the report made on the food service 
issue, where The Signal's news editor was reported to have misquoted a 
representative of Custom, Ltd. The fact, that charge was inserted into the report 
with no effort to investigate its validity (Bill Fellows couldn't mess up the only 
word of his that was in quotation marks) along with the fact The Signal received 
the highest possible honors as a responsible collegiate newspaper out of 
hundreds in national competition, has me thinking student leaders are more 
inclined to believe men who daily dress in suits than the overwhelming majority of 
the student body. 

Finally, there is the issue of the activities SGA plans to present for Homecoming 
that disturbs me the most right now. 
The emphasis placed on the Homecoming activity as the one function that 
surpasses the rest in uniting the efforts of the senate should have everyone with 
any brains wondering if the SGA is here to protect the rights and interests of 
students,or does it exist to design and build floats and judge students flesh at the 
"taxpaying" student's expense. 

At this time, a little history lesson should be learned. In the '70s the SGA was 
formed in reaction to traditional beliefs that college students (as the old song 
goes: "old enough to kill, but not for votin'") should be seen and not heard. SGA 
was then the innovator and was in tune with what was good for students. 

Now, it is the SGA who follows what it mistakenly believes to be tradition, as it 
embarks on an annual event that wastes time and student monies. Homecoming 
existed long before SGA did and as a public relations event, has no "business" on 
the SGA agenda. Let those paid professionals in ice in SGA's recent past and 
present will undermine any positive changes in the future. I do not singleoutthis 
organization as the only one with these problems, but if the other student 
organizations are to serve the students' interests (and not their own) they will 
have to follow the leaders — in the SGA. 

Peace. 
Chris Vota 

SGA English senator 
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The Washington Ballet: embodied grace, beauty, and emotion focused into a single 
element. The dancers, including Lynn Cote and Simon Dow (above), performed in Kendall 
Hall last Friday. 

Nothing short of poetic brilliance 
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BY PERCY KEITH 

This past Friday I had what could only 
be term ed as a spiritual experience: I 
went to see the Washington, D.C. Ballet 
perform in Kendall Hall, 

For those of you who attended the 
Performance, you know where of I 
speak. As for the rest of you, well, you 
rea"y missed something special. 

Watching these dancers perform, I 
was struck by the thought that here,, all 
'hat embodied grace, beauty, and 
emotion were being focused into a 
single element. The fluidity with which 
these people moved was nothing short 
°f poetic brilliance. 

The evening began with the ensemble 
aoing."i_es Syllphides," which was a bit 
st|ff, although the choreography was 
l6rY "uid and melodic. Simon J. Dow, 
nowever, was very good and brought out 
® peat deal of emotion in his 
Performance. His movements were very 
ensual and smooth, although there 
ere one o r two spots that appeared a 

'ad shaky. 
Amanda McKerrow, a pixie of only 

thVe^een years, seemed to literally float 
ru' h0r'routine, bringing an exceptional 
ntinuity to the performance. It is easy 

R how she copped top honors at the 
shoi competion in Moscow. 

. 6 second event of the evening was a 
rh« P'ece called "Facets", 
"°r®°9raphed by Gray Veredon. This 

'he high point of the evening. 

"Facets", performed by four women 
and one man, John Gooding, seemed to 
explore the many sides of human 
emotions: pride, envy, hate, joy 
companionship and love — mo st of all 
love, as exemplified in a fleeting "pas de 
deux" by Gooding and Janet Shibata. 

Veredon's choreography in this piece 
wass very sexual and the expertise with 
Which it was performed gave it an 
electric quality of excitement that made 
me feel like getting up out of my seat and 
start dancing right there in the theatre. 
And judging by the applause at its 
conclusion, the audience felt the same 
way. 

During the intermission, I noticed 
many people walking around with 
broad, beaming smiles, engaged in 
animated conversation with superlative 
adjectives flowing like rain water. 

The third piece was the "pas de deux" 
from "Sleeping Beauty", performed by 
Amanda McKerrow and Simon J. Dow. If 
either of these two artists were nervous 
earlier in the evening, they weren't now. 
Dow and McKerrow both gave stunning 
performances, with Dow doing some 
incredibly acrobatic movements, roving 
the stage as if he owned it. Several times 
the audience burst into applause while 
he seemed to hang in mid air during a 
series of leaps that made me feel as if 
someone were defying gravity as easily 
as one might raise a champaigne glass. 

McKerrow was a delight, bringing out 
a coquettish air during a series of 

delicate steps. She looked almost 
otherworldly, as if from a different planet 
where weightlessness is an integral part 
of life. I truly felt as though I had been 
transported to that land of make-believe, 
where fairy tales come true. The 
romantic element certainly had its effect 
on some people in attendence; two 
couples in front of me drew closer and 
sat back with their arms around each 
other. 

The final piece of the evening was a 
very ambitious modem ballet, called 
"Fives", by the company's choreo
grapher, Choo San Goh. The dance 
began with two groups of women, five in 
each group, with a backdrop of red 
lights in the figure of a Roman numeral 
five. This piece was characterized by 
elements of modern jazz dances to the 
background of classical music. This 
created a very althletic, entwining ballet, 
marked by exceptional conceptual 
continuity. 

Shortly, the women were joined by 
two groups of male counterparts. Thus 
began a period that seemed to a be sort 
of production number, with some very 
difficult movements in the choreo
graphy; quick, gymnastic movements 
that were almost over before the eye 
could react. This was accompanied by 
some very, very smooth domino-type 
movements that reminded me of certain 
Coltranesque jazz rythyms. 

So ended the show, performed by 
veritable alchemists of the trade. Shortly 
thereafter, I was granted a few minutes 

backstage with Amanda McKerrow and 
Simon J. Dow. 

They were both very happy to take 
time out to talk, even though they were 
off to New York that same evening to 
prepare for two one night stands in Long 
Island. 

When asked what kind of hours they 
put in, they both half-laughed, half-
groaned. "I usually put in about six or 
seven hours a day," Amanda said, 
"either rehearsing for a performance or 
just practicing," 

"I started taking ballet at seven (years 
old), when I heard about it from a friend. 
And now I've been with the company for 
four years," Amanda said. 

Simon Dow had a similar story to tell: 
"I had a girl friend next door when I was 
ten, and we did everything together, so 
when she started ballet, so did I." Simon 
is now twenty-five, so he's already been 
doing this for fifteen years. 

By this time both young dancers were 
being sought after by fans and well-
wishers, and so I took my leave, all the 
richer for having seen them perform and 
being able to have a brief chat after the 
show. 

I went home that night with a hazy 
feeling of having witnessed something 
very special indeed — of h aving peeked 
into another world where grace and 
beauty were commonplace, shut ofl 
from a world of savage brutality, a place 
where Prince Charming and Sleeping 
Beauty dance the light fantastic in the 
land of Make Believe. 
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In memoriam: 

Robert J. Stierhem 
BY SHEILA SCHULZ 

Friends of Robert J. Stierhem 
described the late assistant professor of 
psychology to be, "a prince of a man" 
with "an enormous capacity for 
friendship." 

A memorial service was held 
Wednesday for Stierhem who died 
October 7, after a lengthy illness. He was 
a key figure in the department who went 
beyond the basic limits of psychology to 
teach existentialism, cosmic 
consciousness, mysticism, and eastern 
philosophy. 

The memorial, held in Decker Lounge, 
was attended by family, friends, 
colleagues, and students who gathered 
to pay tribute to this man. In opening 
remarks Enid H. Campbell, chairperson 
of the psychology department, said 
Stierhem had, "an enormous capacity 
for friendship. This man dedicated his 
life for others and was always available 
for people and their needs." 

A host of friends and colleagues 
spoke about their relationship with 
Stierhem. Victor Preller, a professor of 
religion at Princeton University said 
Stierhem was generous and giving. 

Anne Gormly, assistant professor of 
psychology, said, "He was a prince of a 
man." Arthur Hanmuth continued on the 
same theme, saying, "Princely seems to 
fit. He didn't just teach, he taught by 
livjng and being with people." 

Robert Steinhem was a man who 
became a part of others' lives. He was 
involved in many non-institutional 
projects because of his liberal 
humanistic attitudes. He was a member 
of Princeton Human Rights, Princeton 
Citizen Advocate Action, American Civil 
Liberties Union, New Jersey Chapter of 
Human Rights, and the Pro-People's 
March in Washington, D.C. He put his 
heart into living from the time he was 
born in 1936 to the day he died. 
Although he died at the age of 45, his life 
was filled with many experiences. 

Born in Trenton, he was raised in 
Gibbstown, N.J. He received a bachelor 
of arts degree in social sciences from 
Rutgers University, in Camden, in 1957, 
and received his master's degree in 
psychology from Princeton University in 
1960. He came to Trenton State in 
September of 1962 as a faculty member 
in the psychology department. 

He was appreciated and respected by 
faculty and students alike. A former 
student said, "He was always 
personable, never aloof. He shared 
himself with his students." 

All the people who came in contact 
with him will always remember his 
presence, especially his surviving 
brother, Richard, of Clementon, and his 
aunt, Beulah Bonton of New York. 

The memorial service ended with 
music and a feeling that Robert J. 
Stierhem's laugh, smile, and life would 
never be forgotten by those he touched. 

MORE 

THAN 
\ 

% \ 
' <* 

JUST 
Games" 

FOOD.... 

T/W SNACKBAR 
'Live Entertainment' 

Funded by SAF 

CUBFLICKS PRESENTS 

Free Admission 

if dressed in 
Western attire 

Support Fall Festival 

Oct. 24th & 25th 
Show begins 8:00 sharp 

Location: EB134 

.50* Students 

$1.50 General 
Admission 

Funded by SAF 
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Ski Qub's first meeting 

This thursday, Oct. 22 

7 p.m. EB132 

If you love to ski - or 

would like to try 

accept this challenge 

for good times. 

Day trips will be discussed 

Two slide presentations will be shown 

of winter break ski weeks in 

Quebec $229 Yfermont $199 you drive $163 

Funded by SAF 

THE GAY UNION OF TRENTON STATE 
(LOVE & FRIENDSHIP NEVER GO OUT OF STYLE) 

jî lj AFFIRMATIVE ACTION: IT PROTECTS US ALL! 

FOR INFO.CALL:771-2151 OR 882-7562 

Funded by SAF 

F astest counsel 
in Trenton 

BY JOELUTZ 

So, you are having a problem with 
your landlord and you are looking for 
legal advice, but you lack the cash. 

Well, if you're a student at Trenton 
State College, you're in luck. Legal 
advice is available to you and it is 
absolutely free. 

The sen/ice was established by the 
Student Government Association (SGA) 
in 1977 and it has been busy ever since. 

The part-time attorney appointed by 
the SGA, Jay Rosner, has been here 
since the beginning of the program. 
Rosner gave several reasons why he 
decided to take on the legal service 
program at Trenton State. He saw "a 
challenge in the job" and also 
likes,"being able to advise people, 
especially without the hassels of the pre
pay charges, " Rosner said. "I also like 
the cases I deal with," he said (tenant-
landlord problems, motor vehicle 
related difficulties, and consumer 
problems). 

Rosner said that by being the first 
person in this situation, he has been able 
to form his own particular style. For 
instance, he said, "When I notice a 
student leaning up over my desk and 
talking lightly, we usually go for a walk 
to find some peaceful area where we can 
talk in confidence." 

Rosner's "office" is sandwiched on 
the second floor of the Student Center. 
Except for the lack of privacy of his 
office, Rosner has no qualms. He is a 
man who enjoys his work and where he 
stands in life. 

Besides working at Trenton State, 
Rosner offers four hours of service a 
week at Burlington County Community 
College. He also has a small private 
practice and is involved with the 
National Legal Aid and Defender 
Association, a national organization 
dealing with student services. 

In an annual conference which is held 
every summer, Rosner meets with legal 
representatives much like himself. 
Rosner, once nominated for treasurer in 
his district, would like to expand the 
program. "Right now we have between 
35-50 members around the country and I 
would like to see that grow to around 250 
members," Rosner said. 

Rosner, who is liscensed to practice in 
both New Jersey and Pennsylvania, is 
originally from the Morris County Area. 
He graduated from high school in 1967 
and attended the University of 
Pennslyvania. 

He left the University of Pennslyvania 
with a B.A. in Urban Studies in 1971. 
From 1971*1973 he taught math in the 
Philadelphia public schools. 

He then decided to attend the 
Delaware School of Law where he 
graduated in 1976. He was accepted to 
the Pennslyvania Bar Association in 
1976 and in 1977 was also accepted by 
the New Jersery Bar. 

When he is not practising law, the 
Bucks County resident (a vegitarian) 
enjoys gardening and even finds time to 
play tennis, "at least once a year." 

If you would like to get in touch with 
the attorney make an appointment in 
advance by calling 771-3037 or 771-
2244. Emergencies are dealt with on a 
walk-in basis. 

Staff photo by Karen Alt Krech 

Jay Rosner, SGA legal services attorney, advises students without the hassles of 
prepay charges. 
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That's the date when engineers 
from General Dynamics will be 
here on campus to talk technology 
with graduating engineering or 
science students. We'll be here to 
answer your questions and to tell 
you everything you need to know 
about our broad spectrum of 
opportunities and about how you 
can begin a rewarding career with 
General Dynamics. 

Located in Southern California, 
the Pomona Division is a world 
leader in the design and 
manufacture of tactical missiles 
and armament systems. We're 
growing and adding to our 
engineering staff every day, 
and there's outstanding growth 
potential for motivated people. 
Talk to us about how you can be 
involved with highly-technical and 

challenging state-of-the-art 
projects with General Dynamics. 

Don't wait. Contact your 
Placement Office now for your 
interview. Or, drop a line to: 
Frank LeRoy, College Relations 
Coordinator, P.O. Box2507, 
Pomona, CA 91769. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
U.S. Citizenship Required 

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 
NOVEMBER 4 

Pomona Division 

GENERAL DYNAMICS 

THE FUTURE. 
HMD OUT 

FOR YOURSELF. 
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Harry Gross 

to offer 

money advice 

"A man who dies without life 
insurance doesn't die, he absconds," 
financial consultant and radio 
commentator Harry Gross said. 

Gross will appear at Trenton State 
College on Thursday evening, Oct. 22, 
as a special guest of Trenton State's free 
public forum series. 

The popular emcee of WCAU radio's 
"Speaking of Your Money" will discuss 
"How to Make Your Money Work for 
You: Investing in the 80s." 

The program, which will begin at 8 
p.m. in room 202 of Brower Student 
Center, will include an extensive 
question and answer period for 
members of the audience. 

Gross, a native Philadelphian, has 
practiced as a Certified Public 
Accountant for more than 30 years. He 
has contributed articles to professional 
journals on taxes, mathematics and 
accounting techniques, and is the 
author of a recent book, "The CPA Law 
Manual." 

Tapped as a guest speaker on 
investments by WCAU just over two 
years ago,Gross was soon invited to 
emcee his own show, which is now 
broadcast Sundays from 8 a.m. to noon. 
Gross' advice on money makes sense to 
investors of all ages. Many of his radio 
callers are age 40 and over with queries 
on how to invest a nest egg. 

Young people also want to know more 
about investments, as Gross found 
when he gave a live broadcast of his 
show from Philadelphia's North East 
High School, with questions from the 
students. He also offers solid counseling 
to young couples on the best ways to 
save for their children's education. 

The Trenton State public forum series 
is designed to increase public 
awareness of selected current issues. 
The public is cordially invited to attend 
this evening and bring their questions. 

Gordon Myers 

to perform 

in Bray Hall 
Compositions ranging from an eighth 

century epitaph and the Prayer of St. 
Francis to a modern poem by a 12-year-
old girl will be performed by baritone Dr 
Gordon J Myers, professor of music. 

The program will include a number of 
songs Myers has written for voice, in 
combination with clarinet, French horn 
mixed chorus, piano and organ. 

The free performance will begin at 4 
p.m. in Bray Recital Hall, October 25. 

Assisting Myers in the recital will be 
Trenton State College's music faculty 
members Dr. Eugene Copeland, Albert 
Ludecke and Jane Richter. Also 
appearing on the program will be 
clarinetist Paul Cardenuto, senior 
student at Trenton State, and the 
Lawrenceville Presbyterian Church 
Choir, with Gail Edwards, director. 

Myers was a fellowship winner in 
s'mging at The Julliard Graduate School, 
and is a long-time soloist with New York 
City's Pro Musica. He has been 
composing songs for publication, for 
mends and for his own use throughout 
a'i of his singing career. He most 
recently composed the musical score 
'or a television program on the sculptor 
Seward Johnson of Princeton, 
Produced and aired this fall by New 
Jersey Network. 

Ken Kaplowitz points to his Best in Show "Figure/Ground." The Mercer uounty 
Photography Exibition will be on display until November 8 in the Holman Hall Gallery 

Zooming in on the art 
BYANNMARIE RUSSO 

A photograph employing special 
effects by a Trenton State College 
professor won Best in Show. 

The show, which is co-sponsored by 
the Trenton State Art Department and 
the Mercer County Cultural and 
Heritage Commission, includes 92 
photographs by 61 area amateur and 
professional photographers. A $850 
grant from the commission, in 
combination with fee entries, goes 
toward publicity and display expenses, 
as well as artist awards. 

The top award, Best in Show, was 
given to Ken Kaplowitz, professor of 
photography in the media communica
tion department, for his work entitled 
"Field/Ground." 

A higher grant was given this year in 
order for plexiglass panels to be bought 

for protecting the photographs hung in 
the exhibition. 

Eight Purchase Awards, ranging from 
$35-$100, were given in order that the 
commission can purchase the works for 
their permanent collection. 

In addition to the purchase awards, 12 
photographers received honorable 
motion awards for their photographs in 
the show. 

Dr. Howard Goldstein, art department 
chairman, said that the "best way to 
honor (an artist) is to make a purchase 
(of their work)." 

Wendall Brooks, professor of art and 
director of the exhibit, is one of two 
faculty members who works on one of 
the seven shows the gallery sponsors 
during the acedemic year. The gallery's 
main coordinator Fame Dileo works in 
conjunction with faculty members on 
overall coordination of the gallery's 
events. 

The Mercer exhibit was juried by Dr. 
Edward Trayes, professor ofi 
photography at Temple University.) 

Trayes spent an entire day judging and 
separating the various techniques 
differentiating the photographs, 
Goldstein said. There were approxi
mately y 360 photographs entered by 
some 100 photographers. 

Trayes selected works according to 
such categories as abstract, figurative, 
or more traditional photographs, as well 
as black and white or color prints. 

The commission consists of several 
professionals, citizens, and artists 
interested not only in photography, but 
in general art as well. 

The annual show has been exhibited 
in Holman Hall Gallery since its 
inception six years ago. 

The gallery hours are Monday-Friday 
from 12 p.m.-3 p.m.; Thursdays from 7 
p.m.-9 p.m.; and Sundays from 1 p.m.-3 
p.m. The show wil run through Nov. 8. 

* A 

Staff photos by Thomas Nesterak 
Kathy Veth, senior art education major, examines some of the photographs on display at the 
exibition opening last Thursday. 
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THI 
WEEK 
AT 
RENTON 

TUESDAY 
October 20 
Volleyball (H) Upsala 8:00 

At The Rat: Jazz Nite 2 ID'S required 

Field Hockey (A) Swarthmore 3:30 

The next general meeting forthe council 
For Exceptional Children will be 
Tuesday, Oct. 20 at 7:00 p.m. in the 
Special ED, Conference Room in the 
Special Ed. Office, 3rd floor EB. Mark it 
on your calendar and we'll see you there! 

7:30 pm Alumni Chapel Chi Alpha 
Christian Fellowship meets for a good 
time of worship and fellowship. All 
welcome. 

Career Planning & Placement 
Oct. 13 will be the sign-up date for the 
following on campus recruiters: 
10-19 - Main Hurdman; Position: Staff 
Accountant; Majors: Accounting/Bus. 
10-20 - Hewlett Packard; Position. 
Computer Customer Engineering; 
Major: EET 
10-20 - Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Composition: Sales/Sales Management: 
Majors: Business, Business Admin. 
Accounting 
10-21 - Rutgers Graduate School of 
Management; Position: MBA Candidate 
Major: all majors 
10-21 - Prudential Insurance Co.; 
Insurance sales & Marketing Major: 
Insurance, Sles & Marketing, Business 
Managemnet 
10-21 - Owens Corning; Position: 
Engineering; Majors: MET,EET 

Oct. 19 Sign up for on-campus 
recruiting inrweciwqa doe dolloqinf 

Oct. 19 Sign up for on-campus 
recruiting interviews for following 
Corporations: 
10-27 -Deloitte, Haskins, & Sells 
Position: Staff Accounting; Majors 
Accounting 
10-27 - Exide Electronics: Position: 
Associate Development Engineer; 
Major:EET 
10-28 U.S Steel; Position: Steel Plant 
Line Operations & Technical Service 
Majors: EET, MET 
10-29 Sperry; Positon: Field 
Engineering & Programming; Majors: 
Computer Science 

The Protestant Fellowship invites you to 
join with us for worship, Bible study, 
fellowship every Tuesday, 12:30 - 1 pm 
in the Chapel. 

5:30 - 6:30 p.m., Rec. Center, Rm. 209 -
Tia Chi Chaun Club now forming. All 
interested in basic instruction in the Tia 
Chi Yang form are welcome. Tia Chi is 
an anceint Chinese exercise and Martial 
Art which is characterized by slow 
movements through a series of postures 
that have self-defense applications. 

WED. 
October 21 
Women's Tennis (A) Wm. Paterson 

Soccer (A) Ramapo 3:30 

Men's Cross Country Ramapo/NJIT 

Volleyball (A) Wm. Paterson/ Brooklyn 

At The Rat: Ratalent Night 

In The Pub: Budman Happy Hour 3-6 

In The Pub: Disco Night 8:30-12:30 

Co-op Resume Seminar 12:15-1:30 

8:00 p.m., Holman Auditorium, Rm. 264-
The Faculty Forum on Values will 
Present M. Wm. Howard, a TSC Board 
Member. The topic for the lecture will 
be, "Contemporary America's 
Challenge to Ecumenical Christianity." 
Admission is free and it is open to the 
public. 

3:15 p.m., Student Center, Rm. 202-The 
Student Government Association 
meets. Topics to be discussed: 
Executive Board Appts.; Committee 
Reports; Homecoming. 

Stay tuned at WTSR, 91.3 Fm for our 
daily weekday featuring live at lunch, 
issues in public interest, popular 
science, speaking of schools and after 
midnight! There's much much more to 
cover everybody's interests so turn your 
radio dial to the Alternative. 

Join the College Union Board, (CUB), 
the largest programming organization 
on campus. Applications are now 
available in the Student Center for all 
positions (Executive Board and 
Chairpersons). They will be due Oct. 21. 
Bring all applications to the CUB office, 
2nd floor Student Center, Student 
Activities. Get Invoved Now III! 

READ FASTER UNDERSTAND MORE-
I STUDY TIME...A six week 

workshop being offered to all registered 
nvM^f.o lnr-d staff members. Be a 
DYNAMIC READER! Why read at 250 
words per minute when you can read at 
800 words per minute and comprehend 
more effectively? Mondays DATE: 
October 26 - November 30 TIME 
12:15-1:30 p.m. LEADER. Dorothv 
Minkoff PLACE. Holman Hall, Rm. 254 

Library Reading Course (IDS) 205 - an 
individualized course offered by the 
library. Provides an opportunity to read 
books you choose. Items to be read 
must be agreed upon BEFORE pre-
registration. For more information 
inquire at the Library Director's Office 
Now. Office hours are 9 am to 4:30 pm 
Monday thru Friday. 

3:15 p.m., Bliss Hall, Rm. 129-Mr. Barry 
Runyon, from AT&T, will speak on 
career opportunities in the computer 
field. Funded by S.A.F. 

3:15 p.m., Student Center, Rm. 210-
Criminal Justice Association: This week 
we will hold elections for class 
representatives. All members, and those 
interested in becoming members, are 
encouraged to attend. 

7:30- 9pm Bede House Community 
sharing sponsored by the Catholic 
Campus Ministry. The topic for this 
semester is human sexuality. For more 
information please call 882-7562 

5:30 Bede House - 492 Ewingville Rd. 
Community meal sponsored by the 
Catholic Campus Ministry. Home 
cooked food! Everyone welcome. 

Women's Center weekly meetings are 
held every Wednesday at 3:00 in Green 
Hall Basement rm. 3. We welcome new 
faces and new ideas. Come join us! 

8:00 p.m., The loft in the Bede House 
barn. - All members of the Trenton State 
College community are invited to attend 
an Assertive Training Workshop, 
sponsered by The Gay Union of Trenton 
State. This program will be conducted 
by psychologist Francis Seidman. 

8:00 p.m., Holman Auditorium, Rm. 264-
The Faculty Forum on Values will 
Present M. Wm. Howard, a TSC Board 
Member. The topic for the lecture will 
be, "Contemporary America's 
Challenge to Ecumenical Christianity." 
Admission is free and it is open to the 
public. 

THURS. 
October 22 

12:15 - 1:30 p.m., Women's Center, 
Green Hall basement, Rm. 3 - Sandy 
Bernas.' k w ill be giving a workshop on 
'MATH A NXIETY". Bring your lunch, 
bring a friend! JION US!!! 

8:00 p.m. Student Center, Rm. 202 -Mr. 
Harry Gross, financial consultant and 
radio commentator will appear in person 
as pa rt of TSC's free Public Forum 
Series. He will be speaking on "How to 
Make Your Money Work for You: 
Investing in the 80's." Further 
information about the free Public Forum 
Series may be ob tained by telephoning 
(609) 771-2368. 

8:00 p.m., Bray Hall - The Amado String 
Quartet will present their first concert as 
quartet-in-residence at Trenton State 
College. All performers are radio, 
television, and recording artists. The 
concert is free and 

7.00 p.m.open to the public. For further 
information about this and upcoming 
concerts, contact the TSC music 
department at (6 09) 771-2552. 

7:30 p.m., C ampus Chapel - Trenton 
Evangelical Fellowship. A time of 
singing, sharing, teaching and 
worshipping the Lord Jesus Christ. All 
welcome! 

7:00p.m., Education Building, Rm. 132 -
!>ki Club's first meeting. We will discuss 
Jay trips a nd two slide shows will be 
given o n the ski week trips to Quebec 
Canada and Smuggler's Notch, 
Vermont. Come join us! 

Friday 
October 

• announiements 
"WANNA PLAY SOME GAMES" 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31st, 10:00 in 
the Student Center - Atari Video 
Football Tournament. Sign-ups are from 
Oct. 26-30 at the games desk. 
Preliminaries will take place at 10:00 
a.m. before the game. Finals will be 1/2 
hour after the game. ACU-I Regional 
Tournament Preliminaries will betaking 
place the beginning of February. Check 
next weeks Signal for further 
information. 

Evening Advisement 
Monday-Thursday, 4:30-8:30 pm 
Division of Continuing and Adult 
Education, Green Hall, Rm.10. Any 
evening or non-matriculated student 
seeking academic advisement is urged 
to call for an appointment. 771-3124 

WTSR's AFTER MIDNIGHT SPECIALS 
for this week in Ratober are as follows: 
October 20 The Motors 21 Robert 
Fripp 22 Steve Winwood 23 The 
Eagles 24 The Byrds 26 
Psychedellic Furs Along with AFTER 
MIDNIGHT is the memorable Rock and 
F(oll CLASSIC ALBUM HOUR every 
Wednesday afternoon at 3 p.m. This 
week is: Jefferson Airplane -
Surrealistic Pillow 

Look for the Cec table in the Student 
Center on Wednesday, Oct 28 and join in 
the Bagel Ba* h. Bagels will cost 40® or 
50® w ith cream cheese. Coffee and tea 
will also be sold. See you there!!! TIME: 
7:30-8:00 till ? 

Women's Tennis (A) Salisbury State 

At The Rat: Sonny Kenn & the Wid Ideas 

In The Pub: Dash Weaver 

SAT. 
October 24 
Field Hockey (A) Widener 

Soccer (A) Villanova 

Women's Tennis (A) Salisbury State 
Tourn. 

CUB Flicks Urban Cowboy 

In The Pub: Dash Weaver 

At The Rat: Bi Vocals 

2:00 p.m., Jersey City State College 
Football Field - Trenton State Football 
is at Jersey City College this Saturday. 
Kickoff is at 2:00. Come on—go f or a 
Saturday drive and watch the LIONS 
defeat Jersey City! 

SUNDAY 
October 25 
12:30 pm Cromwell Main Lounge 
Communal celebration of the Eucharist 
(Catholic Mass). All are welcome. 

7 pm Chapel, Communal celebration of 
the Eucharist (Catholic Mass). All are 
welcomed. 

Saturday, Oc tober 31 Lakeside Almost 
Anything Goe s is coming! Everyone is 
"elcome. Lakeside challenges anyone 

cross over into ourterritory to provide 
some competition. Lakeside Loves 
victory and leaves others with the agony 
°! defeat! Lakeside is No. 1 and we 
challenge anyone to attempt to take that 
J -ay from us. So get up your teams of 10 
3 represent you in the games. Sign up in 
Allen Office Oct. 21-30. There will bean 
5itry fee charge of .50® per person. 
3unch w ill be provided for those who 
participate. Co me join the prizes, good 
•'">es and fun! See ya there!! 

-'ementary Pre-Student Teaching 
, 'n9' The pre-student teaching 

eting for a|| seconcj quarter 
on uientary student teachers will be held 
I3n w nesday 0ct- 21 • at 3:00 Pm in Eb 

/on wi" b'scuss student teaching, 
sim Wi" meet wuth your college 
aZ®rvisor. and you will be given 
this time3' student teaching material at 

Me2hildh00d Pre—student Teaching 
* "9. The pre-student teaching 
Chiirih a" second quarter Early ®n Won°d s <udent teachers will be held 
" Eh in Sday' 0ct- 21 1981 at 3:00 Pm 

teach,. ' We will discuss student 
so0e J'you will meet with your colege 
additinn°ir and you will be given 
thiS tim s,udent teaching material at 

Big Brothers/Big Sistes is an agency 
which seeks to meet the needs of 
children from single-parent families by 
providing weekly contact with a caring 
adult volunteer. The agency is currently 
seeking persons in the Tronton area who 
are willing to assist in this important 
cause. Volunteers are required to spend 
three or four hours per week with the 
child, and are asked to make a one year 
commitment. 
If you are interested in learning more 
about the agency you can call them at 
695-8050 

Residence Hall Association (RHA) 
meeting Here's a Chance to find out 
what's going on in Residence Life. 
Come and voice your opinion They will 
be heard !!!! 

RESUME SEMINAR 
Don't just think about it...Sign up now 
for a Co-op RESUME SEMINAR. Wed 

Oct. 21 12:15-1:30 Tues. Oct. 27 
10:00-11:15 Thurs. Oct. 29 3:00-4 15 
Plan for a spring Co-op job... earn 
credits... and a salary...plus gain 
valuable on-the-job experience... 
Cooperative Education Center, Green 
Hall, Rm. 122. 

THE PROFESSIONAL NURSING 
ORGANIZATION OF STUDENTS will 
be sponsoring a candy sale the week of 
November 11, 1981. Satisfy your sweet 
tooth, buy some candy and support 
PNOS. Remember, nurses make the 
difference! 

4:00 p.m., Bray Recital Hall - Dr. Gordon 
J. Myers, professor of music at Trenton 
State College will present an afternoon 
recital of his own compositions. The 
performance is free and open to the 
public. The program will include a 
number of songs Dr. Myers has written 
for voice in combination with clarinet, 
French horn, mixed chorus, piano and 
organ. For more information call (609) 
771-2551. 

Women's Tennis (A) Salisbru State 
Tourn. 

CUB Flick Urban Cowboy 

9 pm The TSC Poetry Review will be 
meeting in the Student Center, the 
lounge by the Housing office. All 
interested are invited. 

At The Rat: Urban Cowboy 

Any question or comments or 
information about This Week At Trenton 
Can be obtained in either the Housing 
Office or at the Information Desk. Forms 
may be picked up there and dropped off 
at the Housing Office, or mailed to Eric 
Hirsch Student Center/Housing office. 
Phone number 771-2264,2799. 

Return? Th°U9ht: WMI Ganbalf Ever 

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE 
"International Computer Programs, Inc. 
is offering a Computer Science 
Scholarship for the 1982-83 academic 
year covering tuition, room and board 
and educational expenses up to $5000. 
Competition is open to computer 
science and computer technology 
students attending schools in the U.S. 
Applications are available in the 
Financial Aid Office and/or 
Math/Computer Science area. Deadline 
for filing is November 15, 1981." 

FLAG-FOOTBALL 
There is a full week slate of Flag-
Football games this week featuring 2 No. 
A games on Packer Field, Monday 
cultimating with the PUB vs WADs game 
at 4:00 p.m. Further scheduling 
information can be obtained at the Rec 
Center or Packer Hall Bulletin Boards. 

TSC POETRY REVIEW 
The TSC Poetry Review is now 
accepting all original Poetry 
Photography, Short Stories, and 
Drawings. Deadline for submissions: 
November 23, 1981. Place submissions 
in TSC Poetry Review's mailbox located 
on second floor of Student Center or 
send to Wolfe Box 208 or Wolfe Box 212. 

Tuesday, Nov. 3 The informational 
meeting for students planning to pre-
register for Elementary & Early 
Childhood J.P.E. for Spring Semester, 
1982, has been scheduled for Nov 3 at 
3:00 p.m. in EB, Rm. 134. Students may 
ascertain whether they are scheduled 
for the Spring Semester by consulting 
the J.P.E. lists which are posted outside 
the Elementary and Early Childhood 
Education Department Office, EB, Rm 
384. 
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TRENTON STATE COLLEGE 
INTRAMURALS AND RECREATION 

SEHMCES ANNOUNCES ADDITIONAL 
FALL PROGRAMS 

"MEN'S BASKETBALL/WOMEN'S BASKETBALL' 
DEADLINE: Meeting, Wednesday, 

November 11,1981 
3:15 p.m. Packer Hall fan 104 

"ICE HOCKEY" DEADLINE : 
Meeting, Monday, November 2,1 1981 

3:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m. 
Conference fan. Rec. Center 

ENTRY CARDS AVAILABLE 
AT STUDENT REC CENTER 

The Intramural Dept. is 
assisting the Basketball teams in purchasing 

team shirts which are required for competition. 
Please see Jack Dietz, 

rm 202 at the student rec. center 
between the hours of 9:00 a.m. until 2.00 p.m. 

Shirts will cost $4.50 each. 
Deadline is Fri., Nov. 6,1981 

Anyone interested in 
officiating basketball and ice hockey 

should contact John Chojnowski, 771-2223. 

"Record Sale 9 9  

[M3E8-KIM 0800 
BOUGHT * SOLD ̂ TRADED 

ROCK• CLASSICAL• O PERA J A I L -  BIG B ANDS 
SHOWS - SOU NDTRACKS' PERSONALITIES 

OlDIES • FOLK- BLUES-DISCO SOUL 
COMEDY - C OUNTRY 

BEATLES PRESLEY 
NEW W AVE CUTOUTS RARITIES ETC. 

* EXTENSIVE SELECTION Of QUALITY 
USED & DISCONTINUED RECORDS 

RECORD C OLLECTIONS BO UGHT FOR H IGHEST CASH P RICES! 
NO QU ANT Hi TOO L ARGE OR T OO SMALL... NO 78'i PL EASE. 

Also 
New Wave, Reggae, Imports 

Where: Student Center 

(Outside Bookstore) 

When: Thurs October 22 
and Fri October 23 

HOMECOMING 81 
JOIN IN THE FESTIVITIES 

THE THEME IS HALLOWEEN. 
ALL ORGANIZATIONS AND GROUPS 

PARTICIPATING IN THE FLOAT PARADE 
ARE ENCOURAGED TO DESIGN THEIR 

FLOATS AROUND THBVfE 

FOR FURTHER INFO- CALL 
THE SGA OFFICE, EXT. 2244 

Funded by SAF 
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PERSONALS 
Attention: 

Norsworthy's got the number 1 
LAAAG team. We challenge anyone to 
beat u s but remember we strive for the 
smell of victory therefore you will suffer 
from the agony of defeat! 

Norsworthy 

Kris and Val I-
Howdy there! Your first personal — 

and probably your last (ar! arl). 
But seriously — sorry I haven't been 

around. But it'll get better — I promise. 
Hope life on the 5th is going good 

Stop by anytime, ok? 
Love, 
Patty 

We (Lakeside) challenges D/C, Towers, 
Frats and Sororities, Commuters, 
Professors, Committee members to 
attempt to give Lakeside some 
competition at the LAAAG games. We'll 
be ready, how about you? Be prepared 
because Lakeside is number 1. 

All Lakeside Residents! 

Jeanne-
We can do it, we have "The State Car!" 

P.S. go pick it up now — my algae eater 
is gone again!!! 

I love Lakeside staff and those 
Norsworthy cripples I work with 
(Jeanne, Marie-Alpine and Kabob) 

Donna-
Thanks for the great tree. I love my 

tree!! 
Vickie 

Evan and Todd, 
Hey cuties! I just wanted to say that I 

enjoyed your party. . .it was a lot of fun. 
I'm glad I met you guys and that we 
became friends. Best wishes for the rest 
of the semester. Don't forget to come 
visit! We'll have to play another game of 

Pete (Brady), 
OOHNOO. . .it's Mr. Bill!—Welcome 

to Centennial. Now that you've become 
a part of our zany world, I hope you will 
stay as zany as you are now. Just like the 
light of a new day, it hit me from out of 
the blue — I never dreampt I'd be liked 
by you. 

Luv, 
Janet 

Sue and Amy, 
The Human Baby Bear sends his 

regards. Keep smiling and visiting!! 
Cin-Di 

P.S. You're great neighbors! (And just as 
nuts as we are too!) 

Di-annie, (alias Kalaka Kid), 
Lets have 3 cheers for a new year as 

roomies! You're terrific! It's time to enjoy 
this place — we have to party more 

cause all this studying is depressing! 
Luv, 

The Koala Kid • 

Lori Baby-
Happy 21st! I hope you do it up good! 

And maybe your fencer will be coming 
up soon. Take care and enjoy your day. 

Love, 
an ex-8th floor hugger 

A FELLOW 
STUDENT NEEDS 

YOUR HELP 
IN LITIGATION 

AGAINST 
E.T.S. 

(concerning 

E.T.S.'s 
misrepresented 

tions to 
those taking the 

SAT's) 
YOU CAN HELP IF: 

a.You took theS.AT.'s 
anytime after 

October, 1979; 
and 

b. You did NOT take 
a coaching course; 

and 
c. You can devote at 

least ¥2 hour 
providing 

information 

PLEASE CONTACT 
JAY ROSNER 

AT 771-3037 

(S.G.A. LEGAL SERVICES) 

OR LEAVE A MESSAGE 

THE ROBBINS PHARMACY 
C MW 

CRICKET 
i » m e  T o  a e t  
an "the ikUbuoe'c-o 

uxth 01 
bc.u>itcV\io^ -Ho lHawK 
L&rdU> CUrttC -mrLj 

(.£. b toc*fe O o«"t*n 0$ O Ompus Q X 
, 2108 Pennington Road 

Cindy 

CIVILIAN ABSENTEE BALLO T 
APPLICATION 

PENALTY FOR FALSIFYING INFORMATION AND 
FOR FRAUDULENT VOTING. 

Any Person who knowingly violates any of the provisions of this Act, or 
who, not being entitled to vote thereunder, fraudulently votes or attempts 
to vote thereunder or enables or attempts to enable another person, not 
entitled to vote thereunder, to vote fraudulent thereunder or who prevents 
or attempts to prevent by fraud the voting of any person legally entitled 
to vote under this act, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon 
conviction thereof shall be subject, in addition to such other penalties as 
are authorized by law, to disenfranchisement unless and until pardoned 
or restored by law to the right of suffrage. P.L. 1953 C. 211, S.37 [C. 
19:57-37) & P.L. 1964 C. 1345.33 [C. 19:58-33) 

You must apply for an Absentee Ballot for each Election. 
I hereby apply for an absentee ballot for the 

(Check one) 
• Primary General •Municipal •special 

School 
• Local LjRegional [ 
To be held on_ Nov- 3 

Ot her 

/9/P/ y 
6ate 

CHECK AND COMPLETE 
I live in the | j City j J T own •(Township i _ i Borough 
! I Village of _____ 

My legal residence address including Street and Number 
is as follows: 

-— Phone 
Mail my ballot to the following address: 

zip code 

zip code 
If mailing address is within the State of New Jersey and is 
not the same as your legal residence, state reason: 

Is the above address a nursing home, hospital, or institu-
tion? Yes No If Yes, give name. 

CHECK REASON FOR BALLOT 
I am unable to vote at my r egular polling place on election 
day because: 
• I expect to be absent from the State of New Jersey or\ 
_ election day. 
• Of illness or physical disability including blindness 

or pregnancy I will be unable to vote at my polling 
_ place on election day. 
l 11 am permanently and totally disabled. 
_ State reason 
LJ Observance of a religious holiday on election day. 
I I Resident attendance at a school, college or University 
_ on election day. 
I j Of nature and hours of my employment on election day. 

If you check this block please specify 

Under penalty of Law, I certify that the foregoing state
ments made by me are true and correct. 

Sign your name as it appears in Registry Book 

Print or type your name 

Remember 
November 

DO YO U NE ED AN A BSENTEE BA LLOT? 

You DO i f you cannot vote in 
person because: 

* you a re a college student 
who i s registered at your 
home address but living on 
campus. 

* you a re ill or physically 
disabled. 

* you have a job that makes i t 
impossible for you to vote in 
person. 

* you w ill be out-of-state on 
election day. 

HOW D O YO U G ET A N AB SENTEE 
BALLOT? 

You cut out the form on t he 
left and send it to your 
County Clerk. IT MUST BE 
RECEIVED B Y THE CL ERK B Y 
OCTOBER 27. 

Instructions 

Fill out the application; print 
and sig n your name where indicated 

INFORMATION 

1. You must be a registered voter. 
2. Your will not be p ermitted to 

vote at your polling place in 
the same election. 

3. You w ill receive instructions 
with your ballot. 

4. Do n ot submit more than one 
application for the same 
election. 
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STEAKS 
TACOS 

ONLY 5 DAYS LEFT 
Till Munchies raffles another 
12" Band W TV. 
Hold on to your raffle tickets 

(affixed to your order). 
Drawing date: Sun., Oct. 25 at 3 p.m. 

Where: Munchies 

883-3282 

"Pilot. The 
pens you 
have to hold 
onto with 
two hand 

-Rodney Dangerfield 

"Get your claws off my 
Pilot pen. See... I don't 
get no respectf" 

"People have 
a hunger lor 
my Pilot Fineliner be
cause they re always 
fishing tor a tine point pen 
that writes through carbons. And 
Pilot charges only 79c for it 

People get their hands on it and 
forget it's my pen So I don't get no respect! I don't m ake out any better 
with my Pilot Razor Point. It writes whip-cream smooth 
with an extra fine line, its metal collar helps keep 
the point from going squish-so people 
love it For only 89c they 
should buy their own pen 
and show some re
spect tor my 
property 

[PILOT] 
fine point marker pens 
People take to a Pilot like its their own 

T H E  C O L L E G E  S T O  
TRENTON STATE COLLEGE - PENNINGTON. 

TRENTON NEW JE' RSEY 
ROAD 
08625 

1 

Week of 10/18 

S3333 
Largest Night Club 

In Central New Jersey 

ROUTE 1 North Brunswick 249-3266 

Tues.- Strutter 

Wed.- Holme 
Happy Hour 8-11 

Thurs.- The Watch 

Fri.- Sticky Fingers 

Trigger/Norman Nardini 
bat.- £ The Tigers 

Sun.- Kinderhook 
Happy Hour 8-11 

THE COLLEGE STORE 
-SPECIAL-

BUY A CUBE PUZZLE 
AT $3.99 

AND GET MASTERING 
RUBICS CUBE 

BVDON TA\LOR 
FOR 99* 

WHILE THEY LAST 

Concert Tickets 
Dylan, Foreigner, Moody Blues, Stones 

Zappa,and Garcia 
All NY/Philly shows 

Contact Almost Backstage 
(201) 964-6180 
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Learning the facts of li fe 

Staff photo by Jon Kushner 

Dr. Don Brown 

BY NANCY FREIBERG 

Scolding children for masturbating, 
sexism, and revealing your own 
discomfort about sex may inhibit 
healthy sexuality in children. Adults 
must talk honestly to children about sex 
without frightening them. 

Dr. Don Brown, associate professor of 
health, physical education and 
recreation, spoke on children's sexuality 
at the Women's Center last Wednesday. 

Telling children not to touch their 
genitals is an example of negative sex 
education, Brown said. When a parent 
finds their child masturbating, and 
scolds or slaps the child, they may be 
inhibiting a healthy learning experience. 

"They're finding out something very 
important — that their body is a source 
of pleasure," he said. 

Another form of negative sex 
education is sexism, Brown said. 
Teenage girls are often made to feel 
totally responsible for birth control, 
when the responsibility should be for 
both partners. 

"As much as possible, be non-sexist 
when you bring your children up," he 
said. Setting a good example of equal 
relationships between parents is 
important, since this will have the 
ultimate effect on children. 

However, Dr. Sylvia O'Neill, professor 
of psychology, disagreed. She feels that 
other influences give children a sexist 
viewpoint. 

"I am impressed with the power of the 
media and the peers and I'm 
discouraged about it," she said. "Even if 
you live in a relatively role-free 
household, you can't counteract the 
peer group." 

Brown agreed that it's difficult to 
counteract the peer group, but feels that 
the parents' influence is more long 
lasting. "The best you can do is set an 
example," he said. 

Parents set a poor example by 
conveying their own discomfort about 
sex to their children, Brown said. "You 
have to feel good about your own 

Transsexuality 

The road to identity 
BY CHRIS VOTA 

Robert Ivans knew he would sacrifice 
a lot when, in the early 1970s, he decided 
to undergo several operations to 
become the woman he emotionally felt 
he was. 

^He expected two separate operations 
would fulfill these life-long feelings. 
However, it took some 20 operations and 
two years of desparate prayer for God's 
mercy from a bed in Baltimore's Johns 
Hopkins Hospital for the dream to 
become reality. Today, Tracy Ivans 
labelle is a very happy person. 

Tracy graphically described her 
ordeal to become the woman she now is, 
all it took to resolve her problem and 
what happened after Johns Hopkins to 
Trenton State College students taking 
courses in human sexuality. Her vivid 
candor-sometimes humorous, often 
painful—was brought to the Education 
Building Annex last Wednesday by Dr. 
Don Brown and Joyce Cochrane, 
instructors of the course. 

Tracy told of her feelings as a 
transsexual, a person who feels 
emotionally trapped in the body of 
another sex. Typically, transsexuals feel 
they are occupying "someone else's 
body" before obtaining a sex change 
operation, which Johns Hopkins 
supplied until recently. 

Brown said streamlined versions of 
these operations are now conducted at 
the Pennsylvania Hospital, which is 
believed to be one of the best in the 
country for sex changes. Services 
provided there are of higher quality and 
closer proximity to transsexuals in the 
Delaware Valley, he said. 

These updated services were not 
available to Bob Ivans,who wrote to 
Johns Hopkins about his problem. He 
proceeded to see what seemed to be an 
endless line of doctors and 
Psychiatrists. 

The professional opinion of 
transsexuality, then, was mixed. When 
Bob was a Jeenager, his first psychiatrist 
suggested' he try homosexuality as a 
solution—later to be caught laughing 
about the case to another colleague. 

The attitude in Ivans' hometown (New 
E9ypt) was worse. In this small, 
conservative town, men jeered at him as 
he began his first transititional phase 
(cross-dressing)--one man had 
attempted to run him down on several 
different occassions. 

At that time, Ivans owned Bob's House 
o' Beauty, a salon across the street from 

where he lived with his mother. Beside 
his family, two of Bob's employees, 
Frank and Valerie, were very supportive 
as throughout the transition phase. 

One evening, with his friends' help, 
Bob proceeded to reshape his hair, 
properly make-up his face and put the 
finishing touches on his female clothing. 
Nervously, Bob paced about his home, 
contemplating his new appearance. 

Gazing at this image in a full-length 
mirror, Bob's comment was, "Ohhhh, 
now I look like a big, fat whore—with 
makeup on." Labelle said how difficult it 
was at that time to remember all the new 
and different steps it takes to dress as a 
woman in the morning, laughing now at 
times he would forget to put on a slip 
under a see-through dress or the 
difficulty in properly adjusting and 
fastening a new bra. 

Purchasing a new feminine wardrobe 
required some new thought and a bit of 
humor. "Which dressing room should I 
use?" "Do I goto the men'sorthe ladies' 
room?" "What type and size shoes do I 
buy?" "What type of clothes are stylish 
for someone built like me?" 

Due to hormone therapy his 
masculine figure had drastically 
changed, size C breasts, for instance. 
Once the cross-dressing phase starts, 
the transsexual does not regress to the 
former mode of dress. 

With a little help from Valerie, Bob, 
dressed as a woman, ended one evening 
in a dimly-lit singles bar. Nervously 
sipping his drink, he noticed a "big, tall 
dude" staring at their table. 

Tracy remembered thinking then, 
"Dear God, not now, I'm not ready." The 
man approached the table and said to 
the feminine-looking Ivans, "Hey red, 
how 'bout a little dance?" After much 
thought ("and a mild coronary") he 
agreed. Not knowing Ivans was a man in 
drag, this man made his move. 

Tracy remembers him "suckin' on my 
neck," and later "I felt this hard thing 
pressed against my stomach." She 
recalls a feeling of panic, (having been 
there himself, he knew exactly what this 
man wanted) his only recourse was a 
rapid exit—with his new virginity intact. 

Ivans' first operation was a total 
castration, with an adverse complicaton 
of "severe body shock" for two weeks. 
The recuperaton time was a year at 
home, not the six weeks doctors had 
originally forecast. 

The next operaton to reshape her 
lower abdominal area to physically 
appear female and to create a vagina 
from the penile and scrotal skin took 

sexuality before you can deal with 
sexuality with others." 

"I think one reason a lot of parents are 
afraid to deal with human sexuality is 
that they don't have the basic 
knowledge," he said. Brown suggested 
using visual aides and correct language 
to help explain sex to children. 

Teenagers should know about 
changes that occur in puberty before 
they begin, Brown said. He particularly 
feels that young boys should know 
about "wet dreams" before they have 
one. 

"Percentage-wise, there are more 
women that know about menstruation 
before their first period than men that 
know about wet dreams before they 
have their first one," he said. 

Brown teaches sex education to 
graduate and undergraduate students 
and provides counseling in sex therapy. 
He also answers questions in a weekly 
column on human sexuality in The 
Signal. 

"20-some hours," Labelle said. There 
was an error in that operation which put 
a hole in her rectum. 

The error was not noticed until the 
second day after the operation, when 
diarrhea was detected in her vagina. The 
recovery procedure demanded she be 
immobile for 12 days, during which her 
doctor went on a vacation in Europe. 

Not having the doctor available to 
handle this unexpected emergency, 
Tracy was douched 15-20 times daily. 
When he returned, she was given a 
temporary colostomy, in which bowel 
movements were re-routed away from 
the vagina and through a hole placed 
near the stomach. 

At several points during her stay at 
Johns Hopkins, Tracy was in critical 
condition, her prognosis extremely 
uncertain, but now she feels the moral 
support given by the hospital staff 
helped her to survive this difficult time. 
She said one nurse regularly visited her 
room after ordering her to get better, 
saying "nobody dies on my time." 

Another time, Tracy wanted to go to 
the chapel, located on another hospital 
floor. A nurse, who knew it was against 
hospital rules to transport Tracy to 
another floor, wheeled the patient with 
two intravenous bottles strapped behind 
her into the chapel. 

Labelle said the nurse knelt down and 
prayed with her. She looked to her right 
and saw three other nurses from her 
floor, also praying. 

There was one subconcious 
oocassion Tracy had in Johns Hopkins 
which Brown thinks may be related to 
documented "life after death" 
experiences. She remembers some time 
during a two-week coma being "in a big 
place" filled with "beautiful music." 

The music sounded pretty to Tracy 
and she set out to find its source. A man 
in a burgundy robe came into view on 
her right, a man she believes is Jesus 
Christ. 

Tracy ran toward him and he to her. 
He embraced her and said, "Don't be 
afraid—you're going to be all right." 

"I knew I was loved," Labelle said. She 
remembered waking from this dream to 
hear people crying in her room. 

As Bob and as Tracy this person has 
had a deep faith in God. As a woman 
trapped in a man's body, a recurring 
prayer for an early death went 
unanswered, even though despair in 
Bob's younger days was enough to keep 
him praying until dawn. 

The time of readjustment was not 

Tracy Labelle Staff photo 

always remember. When choosing 
new name, Bob's friend Frank though 
Judy would have been a good choice. 

"All I could think of Cary Grant-
Cheww-dee, Cheww-dee, Cheww-dee, 
she said. "Tracy" sounded better at th< 
time, as long as long as "Helena" wa 
chosen for a middle name by Frank. 

Another humorous momen 
happened after she met what would bi 
her future husband, Mike Labelle. / 
younger, attractive Canadian man whi 
wrote and spoke French, he took her t< 
see his family across the border, afte 
knowing her for three months. 

Once inside Canada, he said, "Well 
Trace, now we are in my country ant 
tomorrow we marry." Tracy thought i 
was a joke until Mike's mother spoke o 
the next day's wedding arrangements. 

After some deep thought, Tracj 
married Mike the next day. However 
although the wedding was valid ir 
Canada, it was not the same in America 
-so the two married again in New York 

On their way to the ceremony, Mik< 
looked from the window of a car 
crowded with friends and relations, anc 
said in uninhibited but broken English 
"Oh, look, Tracy-two cunts." Althougf 
the wedding took place that day 
regardless of that and other outbursts 
Tracy still kids Mike on the way h£ 
describes two nuns. 
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A MICHAEL CRICHTON FILM 
"LOOKER" 

ALBERT FINNEY 
JAMES COBURN SUSAN DEY LEIGH TAYLOR-YOUNG 

Produced by HOWARD JEFFREY Music by BARRY DeVORZON 
Written and Directed by MICHAEL CRICHTON Jj§£ A LADD COMPANY RELEASE 
PG[ PARENTAL GUIDANCE S UGGESTED <3B>] PANAVISION® DOLBY STEREO | A WARNER COMMUNICATIO^COMPANY o 
SOME MATERIAL MAY MOT K SUfTABU FOR CHILDREN TECHNICOLOR® IN SELECTED THEATRES S1981 The Load Company All R.ghis Reserved 

OPENS OCTOBER 23rd AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU! 
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Uncle Percy; Advertnomics 
BY PERCIVAL C. KEITH 

You may remember that last year I 
wrote about a topic given me by my 
friend Scooter McDayglo. This past 
summer, Scooter managed to get a job 
as a construction worker and though he 
was paid rather well, he was unable to 
acquire any savings to date. Or so I 
thought. 

Scooter, you see, was convinced that 
he ha d in fact saved quite a tidy sum. 
That fact that he was virtually penniless 
made no difference. 

I should mention that although 
Scooter is one of my oldest, closest 
friends, he is not the most lucid of 
people. Even during his brief periods of 
sobriety, he is at odds with society at 
large. 

It is Scooter's contention that by 
spending all or most of his paycheck on 
'sales' and 'special discounts' he can 
save a great deal of money. He will show 
me scads of things that had cost him 
prodigious sums of cash, and then go on 
to tell me, and in no uncertain terms, that 
he had saved nearly twice what he spent 
because he got it at a half price sale. One 
of his proudest moments this summer, 
was when he bought fourteen gallons of 
wallpaper paste at a reduction of 70%. I 
asked h im of what possible use that it 
would be to him and he told me it might 
come in handy. 

It was at this point in the conversation 
that it struck me that though Scooter is 
perhaps not the sharpest wit I know, he 
is far from the worst, many people not 
being much smarter. This being the 
case, it follows that he may be a vital 
indicator of current economic trends in 
the consumer market-place. Certainly 

and IF yoM K)c>VJ, 
/ yooi cAn AN eAsy $HOOC) 

vuR.ivic, oun rV/\l\ y* 

the pablam coming out of the Madison 
Avenue advertising machine would 
suggest that the consumer is seen to be 
an incoherent zomboid type creature, 
totally lacking in any reasoning 
faculties. Personally, I cannot endure 
but a few seconds of almost any given 
commercial now on television. 

That aside, one of the most prominent 
gimmicks used by these dear folks is the 
Buy and Save Syndrome. 

"Buy this instead of that, and you'll 
SAVE lots of money!" 

"Now! ForaLimitedTimeOnly! Spend 
your money on this and SAVE lots more 
money!" 

"If you order now, you will get this 
absolutely FREE! You can't even buy 
this in astoreFor Any Amount of Money! 
Even the Phone Call Is FREE! So now 
you can SAVE Tons of Money!!!! 

The ad men have created a myth that 
the best way to get the most out of your 
Hard Earned Dollar is to spend it as fast 
as possible because prices may never be 
this low again. 

We are told never to leave home 
without the almighty credit card, that we 
can have free checking, low term, high 
yield savings accounts so you won't be 
without your money any longer than 
absolutely necessary. The underlying 
philosophy being that your money is 
useless unless it is being spent on 
something that will save you more 
money. 

One of the major end results of this 
doctrine, is rampant inflation, sky-high 
interest rates, and an impossible 
balance of payments by corporations, 
banks, and government at large. Why 
you ask? Because this trend of buy and 
save leads to the borrowing of huge 
amounts of capital to cover the debts 
incurred by these novel saving 
techniques. 

Independent loan agencies abound 
and are all too eager to get some lucky 
home owner to put up the collateral for 
"unlimited funds, for any purpose." This 
at a time when it is becoming 
increasingly difficult to get an initial 

mortgage rate that doesn't require a first 
born child as a promissory. 

Not even the U.S. Government is 
immune to this virus. Current figures 
published in The World Almanac Book 
of Facts, 1981, list the 1979 national debt 
to be well in excess of eight-hundred 
trillion dollars, a per capita figure 
reaching $3,739.92. I don't have that 
kind of cash lying around. And if the 
government continues on its present 
course, and in all probability it will, we 
are in for some fairly serious problems. 

Envision if you will a six-foot-four 
Neanderthal type coming to your door 
and telling you to cough up three grand 
per person in your family or he'll break 
you legs. For openers. 

"Well sir, you see it's like this. I saw 
this great deal in the Nieman-Marcus 
catalogue for his and hers dirigibles, 
40% off retail, you know, and the Missus, 
well, she just had to have at least one. 
But we did save about $14,000 and as 
soon as I save a few thousand more on a 
new Rolls, I'll get back to ya'." 

Learning for life and to help her country 
BY KIRSTEN J EPF 

If Mao Tse-tung was still in power in 
the People's Republic of China, An-jen 
Chiang would probably not be studying 
at Trenton State College. 

Chiang is the only exchange student 
from the People's Republic of China at 
Trenton State. She is an English major 
and has been in the United States for 
one year. 

American-Chinese relationships 
improveo under Nixon in the 1970's and 
since MaO's death in 1976 many changes 
were undertaken such as diplomatic and 
cultural exchanges, Chiang said. 

Another reason why she would not 
even be a student under Mao is her 
family situation. Her father got his PhD 
in Paris and her mother is an eye doctor. 
Since universities before 19jfi§ preferred 
to admit worker's children'a^part of a 
communist concept, Cmang, a 
priviledged child, would probably not 
have been admitted. 

Many young Chinese with a similar 
background are not as lucky as she was. 
"I taught myself," she said. 

She finds American students less 
mature than Chinese students. "We all 
suffered a lot," she said. Subsistencial 
and political survival used to be much 
more difficult in her country than here in 
the United States and still is to a lesser 
extent. 

The young people in China are 
divided in two parts, Chiang said. Many 
of them do not believe in the political 
propaganda. Some have lost their 
interest in politics completely §md 
others developed a strong feeling 
towards the subject. 

Many students at Trenton State do not 
even know that there are two Chinese 
countries, the western oriented Taiwan 
and the communist mainland. "China is 

a country too full of slogans and 
America has too few," she said. 

Life is easy for young Americans and 
that is the reason why they are not 
interested in politics. They say that they 
are happy and that they enjoy life but 
they do not think about politics, she 
said. 

Chiang takes her studies very 
seriously because she feels that she is 
learning for life and to help her country. 
"I like to do something for my country. 
We need people who can master 
English," she said. 

She knows many people on this 
campus whose main interest seems to 
be socializing and having many 
relationships. But many students are not 
interested in studying at all, she said. "If 
you .can't do the two things then you 
should give upthesocializing," she said. 

Studying in China is different. Only 
few people can go to the university 
because they have to pass very hard 
examinations. "If you are not interested 
you don't go to the university," she said. 

Teachers there are much more 
respectgd. In this country students pay 
for thelr'education and can therefore put 
teachers under pressure, in China the 
relationship between students and 
teachers is more on a personal basis. 
Students celebrate feasts in their 
teachers' homes and correspond long 
after graduation, Chiang said. 

The older people in China call the 
young generation the "sinking 
generation," she said. Those people 
who were young in the 1950's were very 
loyal to the government. Between 1966 
and 1976 China went through the so-
called cultural revolution under Mao 
Tse-tung and after his death the new 
government gradually established more 
liberal politics. 

The changes had to be introduced 
slowly otherwise the Chinese people 
would have been totally confused. "I like 
the change," Chiang said. However, 
those who were very loyal to the old 
government do not like a new young 
generation which challenges the 
government's politics, she said. 

The picture which American 
newspapers paint of the People's 
Republic of China is generally correct, 
Chiang said. 

"The thing I like most about America 
is its people," she said. "Sometimes 
Americans don't pay attention to other 
people's feelings, but they are very 
polite." And she believes that Chinese 
people are not as open and warm 
towards strangers as Americans. 

Also, she finds the United States a free 
country where people can say anything 
they like. 

China is a developing country with a 
4000-year-old history. The United 
States is only 200 years old but very 
developed. These contrasts make it very 
difficult to compare the two nations, 
Chiang said. 

Senior citizens are in a much worse 
situation here than in China, because 
nobody wants to live with them in this 
country, she said. In China the whole 
family lives with the old people and 
looks after them. 

A big smile appears on her face when 
she thinks about how she would 
describe life in the United States to her 
people. If she told Chinese people that 
there are competitions here, like who 
can make the largest sausages or who 
can eat the most bread, Chinese people 
would think that Americans are crazy, 
she said. On the other hand, it shows 
creativity and there is a lot of it in this 
country, she said. 
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EARN $25 - $30 
each week for 3 hours of your time! 

JOIN OUR PLASMA 
PROGRAM NOW! 
Call 585-8600 for additional details 

SOMERSET 
LABORATORIES, INC. 

941 White Horse Mercer ville Road ' Suite 3 

Crestwood Professional Building 
Trenton, New Jersey 

Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Monday night til 7 p.m. 

/ RESEARCH 
PAPERS 

10,278 on file — all subjects 

Send $1.00 (refundable) foryour up-to-date, 
340 page, mail order catalog. 

We also provide research - all fields. 
Thesis and dissertation assistance available. 

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE 
11322 Idaho Ave.. #206F 

Los Angeles. Calif. 90025 
(213) 477-8226 or 477-8227 

W women s 
medical center 

birth free outpatient 
control early detection abortion 

counseling pregnancy testing facility 

(215) 265-1880 
20 minutes from Philadelphia 

DeKALB PIKE AND BORO LINE.ROAD 
KING OF PRUSSIA, PA 19406 

In NJ phone 609-338-0217 

a THE DEPARTMENT OF CAMPUS 
AND YOUNG ADULT MINISTRY 

| ST | DIOCESE OF TRENTON 
|J | ANNOUNCES 

ENCOUNTER 
WITH 

CHRIST 
An in-depth weekend encounter experience with 
oneself, others and with Christ. For single and 

young adults concerned with the meaning, purpose, 
quality and direction of their lives. 

Nov. 5-8 
For more information contact the deportment 

at 609-771-8375. 

CbUege Union Board Presents: 

Funded by SAF 
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Choosing between the draft and the alternatives 
continued from page 2 

next month in El Salvador. There is no 
risk of prosecution using this approach, 
but the risk of the induction is not to be 
denied. You may "luck out" and get a 
high lottery number; then again, you 
may not. "Straight" registration 
sacrifices what would otherwise be a 
golden opportunity to enhance a CO 
(conscientious objector) claim. 
Remember, the function of a draft is to 
generate cannon fodder. You may be at 
more risk than the enlistee (see number 
5 below). 

3. "Modified" registration—this 
technique consists of registering on a 
standard registration form while 
including works of protest on the form 
itself. Don't look for a place on the form 
designated for your comments; this 
approach requires you to be creative 
and "write between the lines." Feel free 
to w rite whatever you like, but I would 
suggest that you include the words 

conscientious objection somewhere in 
your remarks. Forexample, considerthe 
following: "I am a conscientious 
objector;" "I think I am a conscientious 
objector;" "I want to learn more about 
conscientious objection;" or "I don't 
know what conscientious objection is, 
so I might believe in it if I knew what it 
was." All too often the potential draftee 
assumes that he will be limiting his 
options by making reference to 
conscientious objection can be helpful 
in the future when the history of your 
belief becomes important. 

Conscientious objection will be 
addressed in a future column because it 
is somewhat complicated. 

It is important that you make a 
photostat of the form showing your 
written remarks, and ask the Postal 
Clerk to date-stamp it. 

4. Registration without supplying 
Social Security Number—Although 
there is a space on the registration form 

)o it 'til you're RATISFTLD!!! 
Proof of age & TSC ID required 
CUB Rathskeller presents 
FUNDED BVSAF! 
Tues 10-20 

Jazz Night 

Wed 10-21 Ratalent Night 

Thurs 10-22 Deja Vh 

Fri 10-23 Sonny Kenn 
& The Wild Ideas 

Sat 10-24 B-Vbcals 

Mon 10-26 Flick: 
Urban Cowboy 

Students $1 Alumni faculty guests 

CXJiyPUB Productions Presents -

Wednesday - Oct. 21 
Happy Hour 3-5 

Special Guest- THE BUD MAN-
Free Admission 

Disco Night Featuring 
T K Disco- Keith West 

TSCStudents .25* Guest .50* 

Thurs. Oct. 22 
The Perry Brothers 
Friday - Saturday 

Oct. 23-24 
DASH WEAVER 

Funded by SAF 

for your Social Security number, there 
are several reasons why you should not 
put down your number. First of all, 
Social Security numbers should only be 
used for Social Security purposes. 
Selective Service has no business 
asking for your number. In fact, it is my 
legal opinion that they do not have the 
legal right to ask for your number. The 
American Civil Liberties Union took 
Selective Service to court on this issue, 
and no definitive decision has yet been 
reached. In that suit, the director of 
Selective Service testified (and this was 
more than six months ago!) that at that 
time over 100,000 young men had 
registered for the draft without 
supplying their Social Security number. 

Even Selective Service knows that it is 
on shaky grounds in demanding your 
Social Security number, so it is currently 
pushing legislation through Congress to 
explicitly give it the right to get your 
number. What is the significance of all 
this? With a conscription system 
involving millions of young men, the 
Selective Service computers will need 
some kind of numbered identification 
system. Moreover, Selective Service has 
even gone so far as to put a threatening 
notice on certain confirmation letters 
which it sends out, stating that if the 
registrant has not yet supplied his Social 
Security number, that he must do so 
under the penalty of possible criminal 
prosecution. 

To be sure, there is a risk involved in 
not supplying your Social Security 
number; however, it is my opinion, as 
well as the opinion of many other 
experienced draft counselors, that the 
real risk of prosecution is infinitesimal. 
The thought of Selective Service 
choosing someone who has bothered to 
register (in the context of having over 
500,000 young men unregistered) and 
proceeding on the basis of that 

OVERSEAS JOBS 
Summer/year round. Europe, S. 
Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. 
$500-$1200 monthly. Sightsee
ing. Free info. Write IJC Box 52-
NJ-6 Corona Del Mar, CA 92625 

individual's failure to supply a number 
when the legal grounds for requiring the 
number are so shaky—Selective Service 
just isn't going to take the risk of not only 
looking ridiculous but also losing in 
court. 

If you decide notto supply yourSocial 
Security number, do reconsider if 
Congress does pass a new law or if the 
Supreme Court rules that supplying the 
Social Security number is mandatory. 

5. Enlist—This is a time-honored way 
to short-cut the risks of the draft, and 
certainly you stand a better chance of 
avoiding a cannon-fodder situation; 
however, many will argue that this 
course is the most risky approach. The 
Armed Forces cannot promise you that 
y.ou will not be exposed to Agent 
Orange, or whatever the 1980's 
equivalent of Agent Orange happens to 
be, Dealing with recruiters can be a joke-
-never can you be sure that a promise 
made you is binding. There are many 
studies showing that job skills acquired 
in the military do not easily transfer to 
the civilian sector. Finally, if they tell you 
that you can "quit if you don't like it" (as 
the recruiter in the movie "Private 
Benjamin" stated), you have been 
confronted with the ultimate lie. Quitting 
is an option available to civilians; the 
military equivalent is called "court 
martial." So much for enlisting. 

These are your main choices. I admit 
that any sensible person would feel that 
the choices are somewhat limited. My 
suggestion? For one, abolish the draft! 
Let's proceed on the assumption that if 
there is a bona-fide threat to our 
security, the men and women of 
America will rally in an appropriate 
fashion. You may think that this is being 
overly idealistic, but the Vietnam War 
would have been impossible without a 
draft. 

In summary, it is important to carefully 
analyze your position, values and 
options before deciding what to do with 
regard to registration. Talk to a draft 
counsellor (talk to two or three draft 
counsellors!) to help you clarify your 
own position. This is important because 
you are the one who will have to live with 
the results of the choice you make. 

As always, Trenton State College 
studens can get legal advice free of 
charge at the SGA Legal Services Office. 
Advice is available on nearly any legal 
problem, including registration and the 
draft. For an appointment, call 771-3037, 
or, on campus, extension 3037. 

THE GREAT PUMPKIN 
IS COMING TO TSQ 

Treat yourself to a GHOSTLY TIME-
CU^PUB Production Resents-

Halloween Costume Party 
- Thursday Oct. 29- In Phelps Hall-

All TSC Students Invited 
TSC Rib will be open 
Roper ID Required. ^ 
No Excuses-
Get your costume now-
Rizes will be awarded-
Treats to the first 100 trick or treaters! 

-  -LL - .  .  

; A A s Funded by SAF 
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CLASSIFIED 
Rider or ride to Virginia (area of 

Blacksburg.) Any weekend! call: 695-
8041 — a sk for Jeanne 

For Sale 
6-string Acoustic guitar excellent 

condition. $100 215-493-4067, after 7 
p.m. 

For Sale 
74 V.W. Dasher, standard, 30 mpg, 

runs well. For sale by T.S.C. staff - Best 
offer. Call (771) 2245. 

For Sale 
Down Ski/Hunting vest (Brown) 

Brand New, Never Used. Call 771-0205 
anytime. 
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ALKI6HTI 

() Keefe Ale is made in Canada with water from 
the mountains and good Canadian grain. So it 
tastes c lean and dear. 

f you'd like to discover why Canadians have 
been enjoying (VKeefe for over 100 years, try a 
bottle. Just one. Then make your own decision. 
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Peter S. Oliphant 
1071 South Clinton Avenue, 
Trenton, New Jersey 08611 

(609)392-2949 

TYPING 
ABORTION 

SERVICES 

Sir 
WOO Roosevelt Blvd. Suit* 300 

Philadelphia. Pa. 19115 

•Free Pregnancy 
Testing 

•Free Countering 

•Complete 
Gynecological 
Care 

HOURS 
MOM. -THURS. 

9:00 - 8:00 

FRIDAY 
'htm - 5.00 

SATURDAY 
8:00 - 3 <X) 

"o!f1l|LJ-C*n^#d INSURANCE 
Board Certified PLANS 
Gynecologists ACCEPTED 

•State Licensed IMMEDIATE 
Facility APPOINTMENTS 

AVAILABLE 215-464-2225 
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Runners win; 

sweep meet 

for 6-1 record 

BY ANDY POLANSKY 

The Women's Cross Country team 
continued its winning ways in Division 
III competition by sweeping a triangular 
meet with Montclair State, St. Peters, 
and Seton Hall colleges last Tuesday at 
Garret Mouhtain. 

The harriers currently have a 6-1 
record, losing only to Delaware, a 
Division I school. 

Eileen Heath, a senior member of the 
team, said that this is the "best season 
we've had since I'm here." Heath 
attributed the team's success to "hard 
training over the summer" and the 
"positive reinforcement and good 
motivation" (he gets everyone psyched) 
offered by Coach Gordon Rackley. 

Last Sunday's NJAIAW state meet 
pitted the lady Lion's against some 
tough Division I competition, Princeton 
(first place) and Rutgers (second place). 
Trenton State finished in third place 
ahead of Montclair State. 

Miki Griffith finished first for Trenton 
and seventh overall in a time of 19:20, 
JoAnn Potts was eleventh in 19:35, 
Col(een Casey (20:13), Missy Wenczel 
(20:20) and Eileen Guinee (20:24) 
finished 18th, 19th and 20th, 
respectively. 

Volleyballers 11-11 
BY MIKE FABEY 

There comes a time for all of us when 
the cards must be laid down while all the 
chips are on the table. 

The women's volleyball team will be 
facing such a time these next two weeks. 
They are in the last two weeks of the 
season, and Trenton State College must 
do well if they expect to win the Division 
III championship or make the regionals. 

The team has had most of this past 
week to prepare for the trial. They 
played only one match, losing to 
Ursinus College Tuesday, a Division III 
school, which Coach Feme Labati 
labeled as an inferior team. She made no 
excuses for the loss, saying that the 
team was flat, "We played down to their 
level," she said about a team which has 
been known to play above par all season 
long. 

The loss is behind them though, and 
the team is now looking ahead to the 
crucial games facing them. They play 
Upsala College tonight, and compete in 
a tri-match with William Paterson and 
Brooklyn colleges Wednesday night. 
Thursday and Friday they compete in 
the Salisbury State Invitational. 

With a healthy group, Labati feels that 
the only way the team will lose is if they 
beat themselves. She said that she is 
pleased with the week's practices and 
she is confident that they will take the 
championship, needing to beat Upsala 
and Seton.Hall (next week) to capture it. 

The keys to victory, according to 
Labati, will be consistent passing and 
serving. 

The team is young and the pressure 
might get to them. Labati said, however, 
that pressure has helped to motivate the 
team all season long. 

The team's record is 11-11 now, but 
they are still unbeaten in conference 
play. 

Remember Advertising 
Deadline 8 Days 

Before Publication 
The Signal Advertising 

Office 771-2499 

CAN 18,000 
STUDENTS BE 
WRONG...? 

/nter-Varsity Christ ian 
Fellowship's Student 
Missions Conv ention, Dec . 
27-31, 1981 at the 
University of Illinois-
Urbana. 

Become part of 
the tradit ion 

Check with the 
Inter-Varsity Chapter 

on your campus for 
more details. 
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BY JEFF CSATARI 

The Trenton State College women's 
field hockey team extended their 
undefeated streak to 14 games last 
week, defeating East Stroudsburg State 
5-0 and Montclair State by three penalty 
strokes after they found themselves tied 
1-1 with the Indians at the end of regular 
play. 

However, the "slow start" that 
troubled the Lions early in the season 
came back to haunt them in both games. 

After eight minutes of play against 
East Stroudsburg, Donna Aromondo 
smacked in the only first half score. 
Diane Smith had the assist. 

Trenton came out fired up in the 
second half and Aromondo scored a 
goal after just 22 seconds of play. "We 
got ouraccuracy down and regained our 
poise at the circle," Coach Melissa 
Magee sa id. Seven minutes later, Sue 
LaPierre scored off a nice short corner 
from Aromondo. Then it was 
Aromondo's turn again to score on a fast 

break up mid-field. Diane Smith made 
the final goal off a Debbie Shimpf pass 
from the right post. 

The defense had a good day, East 
Stroudsburg had only five shots on qoal 
to Trenton's 24. 

It took 28 minutes for Trenton to get a 
score on the board against Montclair 
Sue LaPierre knocked one in from an 
Aromondo short corner hit. At the end of 
regular playing time, the score was 1-1 
and each team was allowed five penalty 
strokes. Donna Aromondo, Diane Smith 
and Sharon Goldbrenner made the first 
three strokes to win the game. "We just 
couldn't get things clicking and the 
defense made a few mistakes, but as I 
look back on it the game was a good 
experience in getting through that kind 
of pressure," Magee said. 

Today the lady Lions, ranked number 
one in the nation in Division III, host 
Swarthmore College at 3:30 p.m. 
Thursday night they travel to William 
Paterson College to play their last 
conference game under the lights at 7 
p.m. 

Booters lose big game 
BY TRACEY MILLER 

Trenton State College soccer team 
suffered their second loss of the season 
wheri Elizabethtown defeated the Lions 
•2-0 this past Saturday. 

Everyone played their poorest (on 
Sa urday). The effort was there, but 
nothing was right since the whistle blew 
ro start the game. It was a mental 
collapse," Hindley said. 
, state had 17 shots on goal 
and 11 fouls to Elizabethtown's 22 and 
. ' r®spectively. Wayne Ramsey, in goal 
pii, L .uLions' had 7 saves, while 
tnzabethtown's Nick Broujas had 5. 

Hindley said, "the forwards were 
average, the midfielders were 

rrendou§, and the backs were poor, 
nrth oon!k01 of the Same) went back and 

hart 0 ln their favor- Elizabethtown 
I0™®, chanc®s that they could've 

apitahzed on . It was our poorest team 
defensive effort." 

When asked if the loss will disturb the 
rest of the season, Hindley said, "any 
loss will have an effect at this time. The 
teams we are in contention with for the 
post season bid only have one or two 
losses, where we have two losses and 
three ties. I don't think we can lose 
anymore games before the (NCAA) 
committee meets on Nov. 1." The 
committee will then decide what four 

. f®ams in the NCAA Div. Ill will play in the 
post season. 

The game scheduled to be played 
earlier this week between Trenton State 
and NJIT was not played because the 
referee did not show up. The game has 
not been rescheduled yet. 

In the NJSCAC standings, Trenton 
State is second with a conference record 
of 3-0-1. Glassboro is in first with a 4-0-1 
conference record. Trenton State is 
followed in the standings by William 
Patterson (3-1-1) and Stockton (3-2-1). 

This week the team travels to Ramapo 
(4-5-1 overall, 0-3-0 in the conference) 
and to Villanove (6-3 over all). 

Harriers overcome obstacles 
BY BILL SULON 

anrt8nP'te inadequate course directions 
Stats V^UrSe indicators. the Trenton 
team ,? ®9e Men's Cross-Country 
College 1M2 h°St Stockton Stat® 

sernnrt c?nfusion arose during the 
thefourmi|tW° IOl°PS' at aPProximately 
flat fi Vfi mark of the sandy, pancake 

a L mile course. 
Lion i00!'011 representative told the 
race ,°n!!n90r|t moments before the 
LJnfortiin=*,LlSt 90 around the lake." 
Surr°und?ngWtWere manV traMS 

the mncMrr'er ^'ch Martindell suffered 
when k ,rom the ambiguous directions 
off™,?,6 d himself over 100 yards 

course and all alone. 

thattanHS»SU£Th a roast 10 bust my ass like 
wander«rtU.k up'" said Martindell, who 
enterthoct ugh dense toliage to re-
been our fifth'9 °f',Jnners-would have 
VR'(^!0nal.S2radn)d;W°Uld.haVehad,a 

As it turned out, Martindell placed 
ninth overall and sixth for the team. 

The top finishers for the Lions were 
Dave Rein, Ed Parks and Kevin Cahill, all 
of whom tied for first place in 26:37. 
Vince Lolacono (fourth in 26:52) and Bill 
Bogart (seventh in 27:43) were the final 
scoring Lions. 

"They (Stockton) made it seem like it 
was one simple loop," Rein said. "But 
there were a couple of paths we could 
have taken. It should have been 
marked." 

When asked about the quality of the 
Lions' opponents, Rein replied, "it was a 
dogfight until the halfway mark, then 
they fell apart." 

Fifth man Bogart, hampered with a 
cold, summed up the race while in a co
ed sauna afterwards. A female Stockton 
student told Bogart that "Stockton has a 
good cross-country team." 

"No," Bogart countered, "they had a 
good cross-country team. We blew them 
out." 

The Lions participate in the New 
Jersey State College Athletic 
Conference and New Jersey Colleges 
Cross-Country Championships at 
•Holmdel-Park-today-at-2- p.-m„ 

A — •* 

Pam Ferra concentrates on a good backhand return. Staff photo by Gerry Mlllevoi 

Netwomen score upset 
BY STEVE NICKLAS 

The consistent supremacy over 
Division II and III opponents by the 
Trenton State College girl's tennis team 
has been characterized by a steady 
balance of ability of both the singles and 
doubles performers, although this 
balance hasn't offset Div. I foes. 

After an intense 5-4 triumph over 
Temple University Tuesday, the Lion's 
hosted the state tennis tournament this 
past weekend, with momentum 
garnered from this impressive victory 
This impetus guided them to a second 
place finish behind Rutgers' University 
the only Division I school competing. ' 

The Lion's performance in the 
tournament was in accordance with 
their play thus far this season, since they 
finished atop all of the Division II and III 
teams, while falling to another Division I 
school. 

The Lion's finished a distant second in 
the tournament with a team score of 19, 
which placed them ahead of Division II 
schools Seton Hall (18 1/2) and 
Monmouth (6), and most other Division 
schools in the state. 

Outstanding play by freshman Wendy 
Kaufman, who advanced to the semi
finals before losing, and third seeded 
Donna Weeks, who lost to the number 1 
seed and eventual winner from Rutgers' 
highlighted the Lion play. The doubles 
team of Pam Fera and Anne Marie 
Hoffman led the number two-ranked 

Rutgers' team 5-1 in the third set, but 
succumbed to the pressure and lost this 
final set, 7-5. 

The Lion's overall balance was the key 
to the Temple win, according to coach 
Campbell, as Freshman Lynne 
Heineman and Junior Karen Stikel 
'came through with the biggest wins of 
their careers." Stephany Rosenborem 
was the other singles winner, which 
gave the team a 3-3 tie after the singles 
competition. 

"I really believed that we could give 
Temple a much closer match than last 
year, Campbell said, "but I never really 
thought we'd be tied after singles." 

The first doubles team of Fera and 
Hoffman, and the second doubles j 
tandem of Weeks and Kaufman 
completed the Lion's revenge of last 
year's 9-0 loss to Temple. 

Considering that Temple came in 
with pretty much the same line-up as last 
year while we were going with a much 
younger and less experienced group 
made the win especially satisfying," 
Campbell said. 

The win over Temple should improve I 
the Lion's chances of beng selected for 
the national playoffs, since Temple 
finished second in the East last year in 
Division II. 1 

The Lion's now have a 9-2 record 
overall and are 9-0 against Division II 
and III opponents, which illustrates that 
without the Division I headaches, the 
Lion s are having a healthy season. 

And the secret of a healthy existence 
in tennis is p well-balanced team. , 
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Gridders second straight victory 
Coach calls win 

the beginning 

of second season 

BY LUANN PAJIC 

Eric Hamilton, head coach for the 
Trenton State College football team, has 
adopted the baseball concept of the 
"second season," and according to 
Hamilton, the Lions are "one and oh." 

Hamilton's second season began 
Saturday with a convincing 20-9 victory 
over Salisbury State College (0-5). The 
win was sweet revenge for the Lions (3-
3) who suffered their only lost of last 
season at the hands of the Seagulls. 

In the first quarter, the game sea-
sawed back and forth as both teams kept 
punting the ball away (12 total for the 
first half). Then the Lions settled down 
to the business of football. 

For the defense, that meant stopping 
the high powered offense of Salisbury, 
namely quarterback, Tony Bell. Trenton 
did exactly that, getting to Bell and later 
to freshman Tony Hartman, holding 
Salisbury to just 169 yards in total 
offense, just 19 of which were on the 
ground. 

'We kind of expect to put pressure on 
everybody we play. The only way for 
them to take the pressure away from the 
quarterback is develop a running game, 
and we stopped that," Hamilton said. 

For the offense that meant taking 
advantage of the breaks given courtesy 
of the defense and scoring points, and 
they did exactly that. 

With 12:05 remaining in the half, Joe 
Silversey deflected a punt to give the 
Lions first down on the Seagull 16. Kim 
Miller broke up the middle for the 
touchdown on the very next play. Tom 
Gaillard added the extra point to make it 
7-0, Trenton. 

On their next possession, Trenton put 
their second TD tally on the scoreboard. 
The Lions began their drive on the 
Salisbury 46 and took nine plays 
culminating with quarterback John 
Wolcott faking a hand off and 
bootlegging around the right end and 
into the end zone, making the score 14-
0. 

Inthe second half Salisbury did not do 
much offensively. The most they could 
generate was a 30 yard field goal with 
9:45 remaining in the third quarter and a 
TD pass from Hartman to receiver Jim 
Jones with four minutes left in the game. 

Trenton put its final tally on the board 
as Wolcott found Tom Casperson alone 
in the end zone making the final score 
20-9. 

The Lions accumulated 308 yards in 
total offense with 200 yards coming on 
the ground. Kim Miller led the ground 
game with 91 yards on 23 carries. 
Quarterback John Wolcott completed 9 
of 22 passes for 108 yards. 

Hamilton was mostly pleased with the 
Lions mental performance. "I'm really 
surprised at the way we came back, 
especially with the injuries we've had. 
The intensity was great for three 
quarters," Hamilton said. 

Trenton now faces games with Jersey 
City State (Oct. 24), games with 
Montclair State College (Oct. 31-
Homecoming), Ramapo and Kean 
Colleges. Trenton is currently third in 
the conference behind Montclair and 
Glassboro State College. 

But, like baseball, 1981 is the year of 
the second season and the Lions are 
"one and oh." 

Above: Joe Silversey (26) is turned upside down after Lion gang tackle. Below: Bob Sellari 


